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One With Our Community!
(Top) We partnered with the Forest Park Police Department and the Winton Woods
School District to create The Warrior Teen Police Academy. It was started immediately
before the pandemic and will resume when it is safe; (Below left) Our Citizens Community
Fund was used to provide funding for a graduation gown for a senior; (Below right) A
resident provides us with blankets and stuffed animals for distressed children.
Details can be found inside.

2020 ANNUAL REPORT COVER
Top Center: Warrior Academy teens, shown standing with Greenhills Police Officer Cody Ritchie,
School Board Members Dr. John Cuppoletti and Jeff Berte, Forest Park Mayor Charles Johnson,
Forest Park Police Lieutenant Jim Ward, Greenhills Police Lieutenant Anne Ward, Forest Park
Police Officers Rebecca Davis and Vada Harris, Greenhills Police Chief Neil Ferdelman, and Forest
Park Police Chief Bill Arns. Bottom Left: A Winton Woods Senior receives funding from Police Officer
David Bacon for her cap and gown from our Community Fund. Bottom Right: The holiday season was
bountiful at the Greenhills Police Department! Pictured with Police Officer Andy Moore and Police
Clerk Vonda Secoy is Arlene Donikowski, a member of the Blanket Ministry at Vineyard Church in
nearby Springdale. She is a Greenhills resident in the “I” section. She and her friends made blankets and
collected stuffed animals for our distribution to those in need.
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Greenhills Police Department
11000 Winton Road
Greenhills, Ohio 45218
Neil R. Ferdelman
www.greenhillspd.org

CHIEF OF POLICE

513-825-2101

Members of the Greenhills Police Department, in partnership with our citizens, will excel in providing dependable and professional service to ensure the safety of our community.
Our Values: Integrity - Honor - Respect - Excellence - Accountability

Ms. Evonne Kovach
Greenhills Municipal Manager
Ms. Kovach:
The 2020 Greenhills Police Department Annual Report is submitted to you, to the Mayor and
Council, and to the members of our community.
Over the past 12 months, law enforcement in America has been tested like never before. Two
things happened that shook policing to its core: the COVID-19 global health crisis, and the
death of George Floyd.
COVID-19 was different than anything we had experienced before, and impacted the policing
profession because police work can’t be done on a Zoom call. All of our daily routines were
affected by the pandemic, but police officers were particularly affected. We stopped many
routine traffic stops and went from being proactive to reactive, and even then, with an abundance of caution. Officers accustomed to a certain level of activity disliked the inactivity.
And then on May 25, everything changed again, as police agencies responded to a new crisis:
the Minneapolis death of George Floyd. As wrong as it was, so too was the assumption that
all police officers must be painted with the same broad brush. The aftermath: thousands of
people were jammed together peacefully demonstrating – or in some cases rioting – and
American law enforcement had no choice but to be out on the streets, endangering their
health and in some cases their safety.
By early June, it was becoming clear that the death of George Floyd was an issue that would
continue to affect police departments for the indefinite future. Demonstrations continued for
months in some cities, and there were widespread calls for a range of police reforms, and for
“defunding” police agencies. National polls now find that fewer than one in five support the
defund the police movement, but some support of law enforcement was lost.
We had protests in Greenhills, but they were peaceful. Our officers found that in some cases
the levels of cooperation or respect was different, and at times bordered on confrontational.
The pandemic made the job much more difficult, and this occurrence made things even worse.
Many police officers elsewhere who had enough time in to leave decided to do just that. Officers in smaller agencies left for jobs in larger, busier agencies. In fact, we lost a number of
officers and are still in the process of replacing those who left.
One significant loss was our longtime property technician, Bob Wright, who had logged 52
years of police service. His knowledge and experience were difficult to replace, but we were
fortunate to find Rob Payne, the longtime property officer from another accredited agency.
Details of this transition can be found on page six. In conjunction with an audit during this
transition, we removed and incinerated 50 pounds of illegal narcotics no longer needed for
court cases (page 37).

An Internationally Accredited Law Enforcement Agency
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Ms. Evonne Kovach, Municipal Manager

Page two

Corporal Bryan Johnston, who handles complex investigations, has only been available for reduced hours. To augment
our investigations capabilities, we were able to add Corporal
(and former Springdale Police Chief) Michael Mathis to our
staff. He has handled several difficult cases for us, as outlined
on page 18.
Although we attended fewer in-person classes due to the pandemic, we still managed to complete 506 hours of training,
much of it online. It is detailed on pages 8-9 of this report.
We started our Warrior Teen Academy in March (page 17),
however it was cut short by the pandemic. We hope to resume this important program as soon as conditions allow.
There are significant health and safety advantages to providNeil R. Ferdelman is the
ing our officers with external ballistic vests. They reallocate
Greenhills Chief of Police
necessary but heavy equipment that has always been worn
around the officers’ waists. We were able to purchase these by securing an $11,000 grant
from the Ohio Attorney General (page 28) and an additional $2,000 federal grant (page 33).
In early December, we underwent our fifth accreditation assessment. Typically, their inspections are conducted on-site, however the pandemic mandated a virtual assessment. This required some extensive logistics from Lieutenant Anne Ward, our accreditation manager,
who did an outstanding job of coordination. The team’s report concluded that, “The Greenhills
Police Department is a professional, well-managed law enforcement agency that is committed
to providing the highest quality service to the citizens of the Village of Greenhills. The Police
Department has a strong community involvement program that has built trust and transparency in the community, which has provided legitimacy to the Police Department in the eyes of
the community that they protect and serve. Chief Ferdelman and the men and women of the
Greenhills Police Department do not only understand the concepts of accreditation, the process
is institutionalized within the agency.”
Part 1 crimes (serious personal and property crimes) declined slightly from 2019, down from
62 to 58. Incidents, arrests, and citations were down significantly due to the pandemic, as
outlined on page 42, and detailed on pages 43-51.
Early 2021 has already posed some challenges, but we are eager to rebuild and re-establish
relationships with our residents as the world continues to return to some degree of normalcy.
We are committed to you, to our community leaders, and to our residents in the days to come.
Sincerely,

Neil R. Ferdelman
Neil R. Ferdelman
Chief of Police

The 2020 Annual Report was produced in-house by the members of the Greenhills Police Department. No outside costs or printing expenses were incurred.
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Personnel in Transition
Corporal Michael Mathis (right) was appointed on March
16th. He had recently retired as the Chief of Police of Springdale, Ohio. He was appointed to that position in January of
2011 and served until January of 2020. He had been a member of the department since 1986. He served as a uniformed
patrol officer, detective, patrol sergeant, patrol lieutenant,
and investigative lieutenant before his promotion to Chief.
He has a bachelor's degree in police administration from
Eastern Kentucky University and a master's degree from the
University of Cincinnati in criminal justice. He also has attended advanced training through the Police Executive
Leadership College and the Certified Law Enforcement Executive training offered through the Ohio Association of
Chiefs of Police. He is assigned as an investigator and patrol
supervisor, and also conducts in-service and on-duty training in investigations and investigative techniques.
Robert Wright (left) retired as our Property Technician on
June 25th after 17 years of service. Bob was a street officer
for 27 years, spending the bulk of his career as a detective
with the Forest Park Police Department. He studied crime
scene reconstruction and is classified as a fingerprint expert. He is also board certified as a Crime Scene Analyst
with the International Association of Identification. He began his work life as a Funeral Director and embalmer in
Newport News, Virginia, and came to Cincinnati to attend
the Cincinnati College of Mortuary Science class of 1965-66.
He returned to Virginia and worked until 1968 when he decided to follow his childhood dream to be a police officer.
He was hired as a patrolman for the City of Mt. Healthy in
1968 and went to the City of Forest Park in 1972, where he
last served as a support technician. He was hired as a Crime Scene Investigator for Greenhills Police in 2003, and served until recently as our Property Room Manager. In 2018, he
celebrated his 50th year of law enforcement service to Hamilton County. Over his career, Bob
has received the Cincinnati Police Association Officer of the
Month for Forensics, the Greenhills Police Chief’s Award for
50 years of service, and countless letters of commendation
for case work. He has trained all of our officers in the details
of crime scene and fingerprint collection, and also trained officers from many different agencies. He is well known in the
forensic community. The Greenhills Police Department was
fortunate to have someone of his caliber working with us
and we thank him for his dedicated service.
Robert C. Payne (right) was appointed as the new Property
Technician for the Greenhills Police Department on June
25th. He served in the United States Army Infantry from
1978 until 1986 as a commissioned officer. He had subsequent service as a lieutenant in the Ohio National Guard. He
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was a Deputy Sheriff in Butler County from 1988 until 1991, and then served on the Hamilton
Police Department from 1991 until his retirement in December of 2014. During his career
there, he served as a patrol officer, traffic officer, hit-skip investigator, crash photographer,
Honor Guard member and coordinator, and as the department’s lead Property Officer for
over 18 years, where he managed a busy accredited property room. He currently is a security officer for Cincinnati Insurance in Fairfield. He assumed
his duties here following an orientation with Bob Wright and
a full audit of the property room in accordance with CALEA
accredited standards as developed by the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA).
Phillip Means (left) resigned as a Police Officer on December
22nd. He was appointed on April 24, 2017. He is a 2003 graduate of Dayton Christian High School, a 2011 graduate of Miami Jacobs Career College with an associate’s degree in Criminal Justice, and a 2016 graduate of the Sinclair Criminal Justice Training Academy. He has since joined the Woodlawn
Police Department.

Organizational Profile
Operations
The Operations Commander serves as the department’s second in command, and is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the department, training of personnel, and the administration of the department’s records system. A part of the department’s operational functions includes crime analysis. In late 2019, the task of Accreditation Manager was also assigned to the Operations Commander duties.
The Greenhills Police Department takes reports for various
reasons on a yearly basis. There are certain crimes that the
agency is required to report to the Department of Justice called
Part One crimes. These include offenses such as burglaries,
thefts, assaults, robberies, and sex offenses. In 2020, our officers responded to 4,338 offense/incident reports, and 58 of
these were Part One crimes.
In March of 2020, we began dealing with shutdowns and stay
at home orders due to the COVID-19 virus, and this resulted in
a lower number for calls for service. Part One crimes had a
slight decrease from 62 in 2019 to 58 in 2020. We had six burglary reports, down from seven in 2019. In 2020, our theft reLieutenant Anne Ward is the ports increased to 40 compared to 33 in 2019. Just like 2019,
most of the theft reports that we took were items stolen from
department’s Operations
unlocked vehicles. There were also several theft reports of stoCommander
len packages that were delivered and stolen from front porches.
We had nine assaults or domestic assaults, and this was a decrease from 2019 where we had
21. Of those reports, we made seven arrests. In the two instances where an arrest was not
made, in one the victim refused to cooperate, and in the second, the victim was unable to
identify the offender. We had two sex-related cases, up from one in 2019.
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In May of 2020, we began initiating a new report management system called Peel9. From May
to July 1st, our officers did double entries into both our old system and the new system to
ensure that we were able to capture everything that was needed, and to train officers in the
use of the new system. On July 1st, we began exclusive entry to the new system. We were the
first police department to go live with the new software. Since then, over a dozen other agencies in Hamilton and Warren County have come on board with this reporting system. This is
still a work in progress because program enhancements are continuing and like most new
things, there are a few glitches that have had to be worked out. We are happy with our new
software, and the system is far better than the last system that we had, and it improves with
each passing day.
In March of 2020, we hired Michael Mathis as a part-time supervisor, investigator, and
trainer. Corporal Mathis retired from the Springdale Police Department where he was the
Chief of Police. Before he was the Chief, he was the Investigations Lieutenant and loved working in that capacity. Our department is lucky to have someone of his expertise in helping with
complex investigations, and developing our fairly young department to move forward in the
years to come. Since being hired, Corporal Mathis has been working on several complex cases
that are very time consuming.

Accreditation
At the end of 2019, the Operations Commander was appointed as the CALEA accreditation
manager for the department. In 2017, we went from paper files to a computer-based system.
On December 7th and 8th, we completed our on-site assessment. This year’s on-site was different from our past assessment since it was conducted virtually due to COVID-19. This was
more of a challenge since we had to figure out how to show our assessors things that would
normally be incorporated into a tour or in-person meetings. With the help of Chip Bergquist
of Waycross TV, we were able to create videos for tours of the police department, cruisers,
and the village.
We completed our public hearing via Zoom. We had several citizens, police officers (both
within the department and outside departments) and community leaders do zoom interviews
that would normally be conducted in person. We had two focus group discussions that were
also done via Zoom. In our exit interview the onsite assessors stated that they we will be
recommending us for re-accreditation status. The team’s finding will be sent to the commission to be approved by them. If approved, it will be at the next conference in March of 2021,
and it will be again be virtual. After the onsite was complete, the new cycle began for the next
four years.

Training
Due to the pandemic, the majority of the schools that our officers were scheduled to attend
were cancelled. However, we were still able to complete a total of 506 hours of training between all employees. The training consisted of in-service training, online training, and once
training courses started back up, we were able to send a few officers to those schools. Some
of our training included our annual firearms training, bias-based profiling, traffic pursuits review, and use of force review.
A summary of training classes completed either in a classroom setting or online as follows.
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2020 Departmental Training
Date

Training Course

Training Type

Hours

Officer/Employee

2/2020

Target Solutions

Arrest and Control Techniques

1

All Officers

2/2020

Council of Training

Street Patrol

20

Ritchie, Bacon

2/2020

In-Service

Peel9 - New RMS

4

All Employees

3/2020

Target Solutions

Responding to Domestics

1

All Officers

3/2020

Target Solutions

Ethical Decision Making Part 1 CALEA

1

All Officers

3/2020

Target Solutions

Ethical Decision Making Part 2-CALEA

1

All Officers

3/2020

Target Solutions

Ethics in the Workplace - CALEA

1

Clerk Secoy

3/2020

National Highway Safety
Administration

Cops in Court

8

Bacon

3/2020

Street Cop Training

Street Cop/Pro-Active Patrol Tactics

16

Bacon, Ritchie

4/2020

In-Service

Booking room review -CALEA Annual

1

All Officers

4/2020

Street Cop Training

Interdiction Mastermind

8

Bacon

4/2020

Blue to Gold Law
Enforcement Training

Search & Seizure Updates

1.5

Bacon

4/2020

Blue to Gold Law
Enforcement Training

Interview and Interrogation

2

Bacon

4/2020

Street Cop Training

The Ivory Tower

8

Bacon

4/2020

Target Solutions

Mental Ill Crisis Intervention-CALEA
annual

1

All Officers

5/2020

OPOTA

OHLEG Security Training

1

Mathis

5/2020

Street Cop Training

US Supreme Court Case Law for Law
Enforcement

8

Ritchie

In-Service

Local Agency Security Officer
(LEADS)

2

Clerk Secoy

1

All Patrol Officers

5/2020
6/2020

Target Solutions

The Essential Component of DeEscalation and Conflict Resolution

Various
months in
2020

In-Service

LEADS Certification

2

Clark, Lenhoff, Bacon,
Ferdelman, Patton

6/2020

In-Service

Taser Annual Recertification

1

All Patrol Officers

7/2020

In-Service

LE Implicit Bias - CALEA Annual

1.5

All Officers

7/2020

In-Service

GPD General Order Revisions - Review
and Testing

2

All employees

7/2020

Gard Defense

Street Combatives

8

Clark

9/2020

Target Solutions

Interaction Principles for De-Escalation

1

All Officers

9/2020

Target Solutions

LE Critical Incident Response-CALEA
Annual

1

All Officers

9/2020

In-Service

ASP Baton Review

2

All Officers

9/2020

Gard Defense

Street Combatives /Defensive Tactics
Instructor

16

Clark

9/2020

In-service-eOPOTA

Use of Force, Liability and Standards
CALEA annual

1

All Officers

10/2020

In-Service

Annual Legal Updates Review-CALEA

1

All Officers

10/2020

In-Service

Annual Pursuit Review-CALEA

1

All Officers

10/2020

In-service

Annual Firearms Proficiency

2

All Officers

10/2020

In-service

GPD General Order Revisions
213,215,302,314 and 335

2

All Employees

10/2020

In-service

Defensive Tactics/Scenario Training

3

All Officers

11/2020

Mental Health America

De-Escalation Skills

8

Means, Ritchie, Bacon

11/2020

Legal and Liability Institute

Supervisors Training

8

Ferdelman, Ward, Mathis

12/2020

Great Oaks

Legal Patrol Tactics for Law
Enforcement

8

Means

12/2020

In-service

Building Searches

2

All Patrol Officers

12/2020

In-service

Peel9 - New RMS Training

2

All Officers
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We started scenario-based training instructed by Officers Eric Tricase and Zzach Clark. In
these training sessions, officers were giving several scenarios that they might encounter on a
call for service. Officers had to use de-escalation tactics and/or defensive tactics to solve the
issue. During these training sessions, we had role players to make the training more realistic.
Highlights of our training conducted in 2020 include:
•

Officer Zzach Clark completed the Street Combative Instructor’s course;

•

Officers Cody Ritchie and David Bacon attended Street Patrol Tactics for the Street Officer;

•

Officer Bacon completed Cops in Court training;

•

Officers Ritchie and Bacon attended Pro-active Patrol Tactics;

•

Officer Ritchie completed Court Case Law for Law Enforcement;

•

Officers Phillip Means, Ritchie and Bacon attended De-Escalation Skills for the Patrol
Officer;

•

Chief Neil Ferdelman, Lieutenant Anne Ward and Corporal Michael Mathis completed an online Supervisor’s Training course;

•

Officer Means attended Legal Patrol Tactics for Law Enforcement.

In 2020, we completed a great deal of our training online through Target Solutions. We started
with this training at the end of 2019. The training platform is used for training options to keep
us up to date with required training for CALEA and to keep the officers updated on different
aspects to their job. We found that this is a good training resource because it has a lot of the
day-to-day situation training options that officers
The 2020 Operations Report was
deal with. In 2021 we will continue with this training
submitted by Lieutenant Anne
resource. There was no state mandated training in
Ward,
Operations Commander.
2020.

Patrol
The Greenhills Police Department’s Patrol Division provides
24-hour community policing services to the citizens of
Greenhills. It also provides mutual aid assistance to surrounding law enforcement agencies. The Patrol Division
concentrates its effort on community policing of local and
state laws. The Patrol Division consists of a sergeant, who is
a full-time supervisor; two part-time corporals, and seven
full-time police officers. Corporal Michael Mathis was an addition this year and he is a true asset to the department and
the community. Patrol officers typically work ten-hour shifts
with a rotation of days off every six weeks. They also rotate
to different shifts every seven months. On occasion, officers
will be asked to adjust their schedule to better serve the comSergeant Tony Patton is the
munity during planned events. Officers are assigned to sePatrol Supervisor
lective enforcement such as traffic enforcement, bike patrol,
or foot patrol. The department has four marked police cruisers and three police bikes.
We are in the process of replacing one older cruiser with a new 2020 Ford Police SUV. We were
able to transfer some equipment over to the new cruiser, which helped cut the cost of outfitting
the new vehicle. All of our cruisers are outfitted with state-of-the-art radar units, along with
an in-car camera system. We have one cruiser equipped with an automatic license plate reader
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system. In 2018, officers started carrying Narcan in their cruisers due to the impact of the heroin epidemic. This practice continues to the present. The Narcan is effective in protecting persons we respond to for help by reversing the overdose. It can also be used to reverse an accidental exposure if an officer is exposed. The Narcan kits are a valuable tool for officers in our
community since they are usually on the scene of a reported overdose or accidently exposure
before medics arrive.
In March of 2020, the world changed with the COVID-19 outbreak. We had to make some hard
adjustments in the way we practice our profession, as did all police officers. Officers had to
adjust from a proactive policing style to a reactive one. For many officers this was a difficult
adjustment, however it was a much needed one to protect and serve our residents safely. Our
officers showed their resilience to adapting to the situation and continuing to protect and serve.
Many activities were canceled due to COVID-19, both within and outside our village. Officers
had to adjust to new courtroom testimony, both for Mayor’s Court and in municipal cases. Our
Honor Guard Officers had to adapt to how funeral and other services changed.
Officers researched and presented information on outer ballistic vest carriers for officers to
wear while on duty. This has proven health benefits by moving duty equipment off of their
duty belt to the outer carrier. With the support of our Village Manager, we were given the green
light to order the outer carriers.
The 2020 Patrol Division Report was submitted
by Sergeant Tony Patton, Patrol Supervisor.
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Greenhills Police Patrol Officers

Corporal Bryan H. Johnston

Police Officer Eric D. Tricase

Police Officer Cody M. Ritchie

Corporal Michael H. Mathis

Police Officer Andrew D. Moore

Police Officer Zzachery M. Clark Police Officer Robert W. Lenhoff

Police Officer David M. Bacon
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Police Clerk
The Clerk’s duties encompass responsibilities within the police
department and as the clerk of the Greenhills Mayor’s Court.
Police Clerk
The police clerk works with many functions within the department such as:
•
•
•
•

Receiving incoming calls;
Processing payments of fines for both criminal and traffic
offenses;
Making computer entries, and files citation and arrest paperwork, and
Assisting the public, attorneys, and officers with inquiries,
accident reports, and information concerning past and present cases.

Police Clerk Vonda Secoy

The police clerk receives training through the Regional Crime Information Center (RCIC) system, which maintains information regarding persons and property, and acts as the agency’s
Terminal Agency Coordinator (TAC). The TAC maintains all documentation from LEADS/RCIC
and is directly responsible for the operation and security of the Law Enforcement Automated
Data System (LEADS). The TAC is responsible for ensuring that all agency personnel are in
compliance with testing and up to date.
The Police Clerk also acts as the agency’s Local Agency Security Officer (LASO). A LASO, is the
primary Information Security contact for a local law enforcement agency. The LASO disseminates security alerts and other materials, maintains information security documentation, and
assist in information security audits of hardware and procedures. The LASO must complete
training prior to assuming duties and annually thereafter.
Clerk of Court
The court clerk duties are related to the Mayor’s Court. The clerk prepares the docket prior to
each court session, collects court fees and fines, updates records according to the findings of
the court, and records all fines and fees collected.
The court utilizes the Ohio Attorney General’s Office Collection Enforcement Section for cases
that have not been paid in full. The Attorney General’s collections unit has more authority to
collect and forward debt to us from various sources such as a defendant’s income tax refund
and lottery winnings. The clerk:
•

Prepares and issues orders of the court regarding fines, and documentation associated with
cases, including intervention, driving privileges, and letters to the state’s Bureau of Motor
Vehicles;

•

Answers inquiries regarding court procedures, court dates, warrants, and payment of fines;

•

Receives and attends training throughout the year from the Central Ohio Association of
Mayor’s Court Clerks that covers docketing, expungement and sealing of records, cases
dealing with driving under suspension and operating vehicles while intoxicated.
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Property
There were 247 pieces of property taken into the property room in 2020. This number is down
from 2019’s total of 464. We believe the number is lower due to the pandemic shut-downs and
the stay-at-home orders. Drug cases, either drug abuse or drug paraphernalia, coming through
the property room totaled 92 cases, and this was down from 2019 when we had 125 cases. We
took in 13 firearms or other weapons.
In 2020, our longtime Property Room Technician Robert Wright retired. We hired a new
property technician, former Hamilton Police Property Room Manager Robert Payne. Before
he could take over the property room, CALEA standard 84.1.6, Inspections and Reports, required us to do a complete audit of high-risk property that we have in the property room. Some
of the high-risk items included drugs, guns, money and jewelry. Corporal Bryan Johnston
was assigned the task to audit the room with Robert Payne. This was a daunting task that took
Corporal Johnston multiple days. After the audit, it was found that all pieces of property were
accounted for. Robert Payne is now in the process of disposing of any property that is no longer
needed for evidence.
The Greenhills Property Room is operated
under strict standards developed by the
Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA). We strive to do
our best to serve the citizens of Greenhills.

Property Technician Robert Payne is recovering from recent surgery. In his absence, the
2020 Property Report was submitted by Lieutenant Anne Ward.

Annual Profile
January
Law Enforcement Appreciation Day: January 9th was Law
Enforcement Appreciation Day, and two Greenhills residents
ensured that our officers felt appreciated! Randy and Jody
Hughes of the “H” Section distributed gift certificates to Fosters
at the Troubadour. We truly appreciate their thoughtfulness.
Western Southern Rep, Greenhills Native, Brings Pizza to GPD: A Western Southern Insurance representative, Jacob Rengers, grew up in Greenhills in the “I” Section. He is involved in
a Western Southern initiative to give back to those who
serve the community. He brought a pizza dinner for
our police officers on January 16th. We appreciate him
remembering his home town.

Two New Motorola Portable Police Radios Ordered Locally at Mobilcomm: We have been
systematically replacing our complement of portable police radios
that date back to 2004 for the past several years. Those older radios, previously in front line service, are obsolete and are no longer
repairable since parts are not available. In 2020, we are down to
the last two replacements, and those were ordered on January 29th.
When the order was placed at Mobilcomm here in Greenhills, we
received a grant that reduced their cost by half. When they arrive
and are placed into service, all of our radios will be current, and we
will retain the older radios as spares as long as they still work.
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Greenhills Police Represented at Annual HCPA Banquet: The Hamilton County Police Association (HCPA) is a unique collaboration between all of law enforcement in Hamilton County.
They operate a regional SWAT team, an Honor Guard, and other operational units. The Association represents a combined force of approximately 1,600 officers engaged in the different
phases of law enforcement. The activity of this association works to combine the separate
agencies into one working unit. Founded in 1937, the HCPA remains dedicated to further the
interests of all local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies in Hamilton County, and to
serve the citizens and visitors of Hamilton County. The motto “Cooperation In Operation” is as
true today as it was many years ago. The Greenhills Police Department is proud to have two of
our officers, Eric Tricase and Zzach Clark, shown at left, represent us in the HCPA Honor
Guard. As stoic as they may look at left, you can see (below right) that they did enjoy the banquet!

February
WARM-98 Brings Lunch to GPD: From
WARM-98’s Facebook page on February
25th: “Congrats to this week’s
#WorkdayWarmup winner: Vonda Secoy
from the Greenhills Police Department in
Cincinnati! She and her co-workers
enjoyed an incredible lunch from A
Catered Affair, and a bag full of prizes!”
Services workers Tom Hendricks and
Sonny Fales, along with Officer Andy
Moore are shown at left enjoying lunch.
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Greenhills Police Scores State Final Certification in Community Engagement: Greenhills
is a community with involved citizens, and they have participated with us in many community
events. These include Coffee with a Cop, Citizens Police
Academies, Self Defense courses, Park Talks, a Bike Rodeo, and an upcoming Teen Academy. Lieutenant Anne
Ward, shown at left, handles our compliance with the
national Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies, and our state compliance with the Ohio
Collaborative. The Collaborative recently developed a
new standard covering “Community Engagement.” On
February 12th, the State of Ohio awarded us Final Certification in this area. In our 2019 Annual Report, we
noted that “the Greenhills Police Department is the very
model of community-oriented policing.” The State of Ohio
agrees! In addition to the Community Engagement recognition, the department also received
final certification for compliance in Bias Free Policing, Investigation of Employee Misconduct,
Use of Force, and Recruitment and Hiring.

Zzach Clark Presented With Lifesaving Award: Greenhills Police Officer Zzach Clark,
shown at right, was presented the department’s Preservation of Life Award at the February
25th Council meeting for his actions in saving the life of a village resident. He is shown with
Mayor David Moore and Police Chief Neil Ferdelman, while administrative staff and Council members look on. The text of Officer Clark’s certificate reads, the “Greenhills, Ohio Police
Department awards the Preservation of Life Award to Police Officer Zzachery M. Clark for taking action that directly resulted in the saving of another person’s life on December 19, 2019,
and acting in accordance with the highest ideals of professional service. Your actions reflected outstanding police work, displaying initiative, capability, and attention to duty that earned the respect and admiration of your colleagues and the citizens of our community.”
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March
Warrior Academy Blends Officers and Teens: After months of planning, the Warrior
Academy launched on March 10th! Shown standing below with the Warrior Academy students
are Greenhills Police Officer Cody Ritchie, School Board Members Dr. John Cuppoletti and
Jeff Berte, Forest Park Mayor Charles Johnson, Forest Park Police Lieutenant Jim Ward,
Greenhills Police Lieutenant Anne Ward, Forest Park Police Officers Rebecca Davis and
Vada Harris, Greenhills Police Chief Neil Ferdelman, and Forest Park Police Chief Bill
Arns.

This teen/police academy was copied from a successful program started in Stoneham,
Massachusetts. Greenhills Municipal Manager Evonne Kovach provided us with a
description of the program, we took it to the administrators of the Forest Park Police and the
Winton Woods City Schools, and after many planning sessions, the now-named Warrior
Academy started the week before school was cancelled during the COVID-19 pandemic.

After school resumes, the academy is planned to continue for an additional six weeks and will
include classes on:
•

Use of Force, Pat Downs - Class will be held at the Forest Park PD training room and
firearms range. The session will include a demonstration of lethal and less lethal weaponry,
and scenarios to determine which is appropriate;
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•
•
•
•

Great Oaks - Students will travel to Great Oaks and will be instructed on firearms
"shoot/don't shoot" situations. Following instruction, students will operate the firearms
simulator;
Traffic Stops - Officers will portray citizens and motorists in traffic stop scenarios, while
students will act as officers;
Communications Center, Helicopter, Canine - This session will include a tour of the
Hamilton County Communications Center, a tour of the Hamilton County Sheriff's
Helicopter, and a demonstration by the Forest Park Police Canine and Canine Officer;
Graduation - Greenhills Council Chambers. Certificates presented by Forest Park and
Greenhills Mayor and School Superintendent. A celebration banquet will follow.

With the students' input, we will plan an additional "fun" outing with the group after
graduation and when times return to normal, such as a Reds game or a similar event. The
current class includes seven students, and we will be striving to be the best we can so these
participants might recommend this class to future students. Our aim is to foster a better
understanding between police and teens. We are looking forward to the resumption of normal
activities so this venture can continue.

Good News Story – Cap and Gown for Graduation: With all of the overwhelmingly bad
news recently, here is one that will make you smile. Sergeant Tony Patton became aware of
a senior in our school system whose mom was
struggling with limited funding. Deadlines
were approaching, and her daughter was attempting to gather money for the cap and gown
rental. Mom is working three jobs to support
them. The Greenhills Police Department has a
community fund established to help those in
need. We are just the mediators and investigators – all of the funding is provided by citizens
in our wonderful community who provide cash
donations to help out others. Police Officer
David Bacon is shown with this young lady as
she receives the funding. We thank those of
you in our community who make these moments possible.
Former Springdale Police Chief Appointed As Greenhills Supervisor/Investigator: Michael H. Mathis was appointed a part-time Greenhills police officer on March 16, 2020. He
recently retired as the Chief of Police of Springdale, Ohio. He
was appointed to that position in January of 2011 and served
until January of 2020. He had been a member of the department since 1986. He served as a uniformed patrol officer, detective, patrol sergeant, patrol lieutenant, and investigative
lieutenant before his promotion to Chief. He has a bachelor's
degree in police administration from Eastern Kentucky University and a master's degree from the University of Cincinnati
in criminal justice. He also has attended advanced training
through the Police Executive Leadership College and the Certified Law Enforcement Executive training offered through the
Ohio Association of Chiefs of Police. In accordance with our
policies and ordinances, a promotional examination was conducted by Colerain Police Chief Mark Denney, and Officer Mathis was promoted to the rank of
Corporal during the Council meeting on Tuesday, March 24, 2020. He is assigned as an investigator and patrol supervisor, and also will be conducting in-service and on-duty training in
investigations and investigative techniques. His assignment will complement decreased hours
being worked by Corporal Bryan Johnston.
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Corona Virus Halts Normal Activities: The National Emergency declared by the President,
along with restrictions imposed by the Governor, have changed all of our daily activities. Because of the small size of our Municipal staff, the Greenhills Municipal Building has been closed
to visitors. Although the building, along with the Greenhills Police Department, is staffed daily,
we are trying to protect employees and residents alike from potential exposure from COVID19. Residents conducting business will be asked to contact us by using their telephone, or the
phone in the outer lobby. Mayor’s Court will not be held for the next month. Typically, our
department is extremely community-oriented, however we will be limiting our interaction
with citizens to protect them and our officers. Police officers will not be entering homes unless
there is a crime scene, danger to someone inside, or an altercation in progress. Information on
COVID-19, commonly known as the Corona Virus, including typical symptoms and preparedness advice, can be found here the on the federal government’s Centers for Disease Control site.
Please enjoy quality time at home with family and be safe.

Times Like We Have Never Seen: Most of us have Corona virus overload – we have read and
seen enough about it and just want it to go away. So
why do we include it as a story? Simply because it
has changed the world like nothing most of us have
ever seen before.
All Hamilton County police agencies have been enforcing the Governor’s “Stay at Home Order” since
March 23rd. We have been asking all citizens and
businesses to comply with the order. There have
been very few issues with this. Driving to and from
work, driving for basic necessities, such as going to
the grocery store or pharmacy, are acceptable reasons for being out. Officers will assume drivers are
conducting essential errands.
Standard vehicle operating laws are still being enforced and we encourage all motorists to continue to please drive safely. We are requesting that you call us for police business at our nonemergency number, 513-825-2101, or if an emergency, 911 is in full operation. Our officers
will prioritize and respond to crimes in progress, crimes of violence, and crimes requiring the
collection of evidence. Some other response emergencies include structure fires, auto accidents with injuries, blocked roads and disabled vehicles.
The first responder community including police, fire, EMS, dispatchers, and medical staff remain on the front line to respond to those who need immediate assistance. Emergency services
will remain in operation during this challenging period in our country. We will remain vigilant
in our patrols, committed to keeping our communities safe. You will see more patrols in your
neighborhood while this continues.
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In Memoriam – Officer Police Officer Kaia Grant: On the evening of March 21st, 33-year-old
Springdale Police Officer Kaia Grant attempted to stop an armed suspect fleeing from police.
She was deliberately struck and died as a result of her catastrophic injuries. Greenhills Officers Eric Tricase and Zzach Clark (shown below) are members of the Hamilton County Honor
Guard. They were entrusted with guarding the casket and also guided her to her services, along
with Police Officer Andy Moore and Corporal Mike Mathis, the former Springdale Police
Chief (shown below). May she take her place among the Angels.

Personal Protective Equipment Donated by Business, Residents: Like many police departments, we have found that quantities of Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) have been in short supply, however, we have had some friends
come through for us as we wait on government channels. Butler
County Sheriff Rick Jones was the first to offer help, and his assistance led to our acquisition of masks. Sergeant Tony Patton assembled a PPE kit for each officer, but we had very few spares.
Greg Roy, owner of Bargains and Buyouts, supplied us with spare
N95 masks, and residents in the “B” and “I” sections generously
came through with some extras for us. The state now has a link
that allows us to have the masks disinfected for reuse.
Cookies Brighten Up Any Day: None of us are having much fun
living through a pandemic, and typically we are just happy to survive and stay healthy. Cindi and Grace Kent of the “G” section
brought us a delicious tray of chocolate cookies on March 26th. We
were lucky to get a picture of them before they disappeared. We
appreciate the kind gesture, and regardless of the situation, chocolate always helps!
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April
A Tribute to Jonathan: A brave 16-year-old Greenhills resident, Jonathan Boerner, lost his
battle with cancer on April 3rd. Jonathan was diagnosed
with Ewing Sarcoma (a tumor in his thigh) in August of
2017 that had spread to his lungs by the time it was diagnosed. He had undergone several surgeries for tumor removal and multiple rounds of chemotherapy and radiation. In June of 2018, Jonathan finished chemotherapy,
however by March of 2019, a new tumor was discovered
on his spine which resulted in additional chemotherapy
and a stem cell transplant. Jonathan was granted a wish
from Make-A-Wish Foundation and his family enjoyed a
trip of a lifetime to London for a Dr. Who tour and a tour
of some famous London sites. Follow up scans in August
revealed yet another new spinal tumor and Jonathan began immunotherapy. Additional scans in October revealed multiple new tumors, with research drugs and radiation being the choice of treatment at this time. He was
a brave young man deprived of his future. Sergeant
Tony Patton was contacted by Jonathan’s pastor, the Rev. Michael Lyons. At his request, Sergeant Patton, with Officer Phillip Means, of the Greenhills Police Department, and along with
the Greenhills Fire Department, led a parade of Jonathan’s friends and family members past his
mom and dad’s house in the “J” section on April 9th to commemorate his young life. Rev. Lyons
wrote, “I wish to give a big thank you to the Greenhills Police and Fire Department for helping our
church show support to the Boerner family in Greenhills. The parade of cars was an overwhelming
success and greatly encouraged their family. We could not have done this without your support so thank you for everything you did to make this possible. Their kids especially loved having the
police and fire sirens/lights going off. On behalf of my church, I am deeply appreciative of your
help. Please let everyone who was involved know how thankful I am for their participation. Again,
thank you very much for bringing encouragement to this family and our church on a very difficult
day for them.”
GPD Achieves “Full Compliance” in Accreditation: The Commission
on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA) conducted an
online assessment of selected CALEA standards the week of April 5th.
The assessment was conducted by Danny Messimer, a CALEA Compliance Service Member and a former police major in Marietta, Georgia. He
found the files reviewed to be in full compliance with CALEA standards.
He told Lieutenant Anne Ward, the Greenhills Police Accreditation
Manager, that she did a good job on the files. He wrote, “On behalf of
CALEA, please accept my appreciation for the cooperation from your staff
and your commitment to accreditation.”
Happy Birthday from Police and Fire: The quarantine has made us come up with some innovative ways to celebrate special occasions in new ways. On April
15th, Officer Andy Moore of Greenhills police, along with a
Greenhills fire crew, drove by a home in the “A” section with
emergency lights blazing and sirens sounding in honor of a
five-year-old birthday girl. On April 19th, a six-year-old received the same response, and Officer David Bacon, wearing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), provided a
young “D” section resident with a card and a gift in celebration of his birthday.
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Police Officer Training Continues – But Now Online: While standard training classes have
all been cancelled, we have instead utilized online training courses. All Greenhills officers completed online Ethics and Decision-Making training, Parts 1 and 2 from Target Solutions during
the month of April. Officer David Bacon completed several online training courses offered
recently. They included Cops in Court training on March 10th from the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, Street Smart Cop Proactive Patrol Tactics course on
March 30th -31st, Interview and Interrogation from Blue to Gold Law Enforcement Training on April 17th as provided by Attorney Anthony Bandier, Search
and Seizure training from the same source on April 18th, and Interdiction Mastermind training from Street Cop Training on April 24th. Police Clerk Vonda
Secoy completed LEADS Agency Security Officer training on May 2nd, and Corporal Mike Mathis completed security training from the Attorney General’s
Ohio Law Enforcement Gateway on May 7th.
Greenhills Officers Arrest Cheviot Robbery Suspect: On April 24th, the Hamilton County
Communications Center broadcast an alert to be on the lookout for a white truck with blue
spray paint on the driver’s door. The driver
was wanted for assaulting and robbing a victim in Cheviot by threat of a knife. While on
patrol, Officer Phillip Means (shown at
right) alertly noticed a vehicle matching the
description given on the broadcast, and followed it to obtain the registration. As he
called out the plate, the vehicle turned from
Winton Road onto McKelvey and started to
travel at a high rate of speed. He activated his
overhead lights, and the vehicle ran through
a stop sign, pulled into a yard, and stopped. The suspect opened the door and fled into the
neighborhood, ignoring commands to stop. He and Officer Zzachery Clark (shown above far
right) jumped fences through yards trying to catch the driver but lost sight of him in the darkness. Officer Clark then spotted a shadow in a backyard and commanded the suspect to lay
down on the ground. The suspect failed to comply but the officers apprehended him. Medics
checked out injures sustained during his attempt to escape arrest. Officer Means’ alert observations led to the arrest of a violent felon wanted by another jurisdiction. As a result of his
quick engagement, a criminal was removed from our streets and incarcerated. He and Officer
Clark were commended for their swift actions and tactics in the protection of our citizens.

May

Happy Story Alert – Community Helps with Graduation: You
may recall that in March, we relayed the story of Sergeant Tony
Patton becoming aware of a senior in our school system whose
mom was struggling with limited funding. Deadlines were approaching, and her daughter was attempting to gather money
for the cap and gown rental. Mom was working three jobs to
support them. The Greenhills Police Department has a community fund established to help those in need. We are just the mediators and investigators – all of the funding is provided by citizens in our wonderful community who provide cash donations
to help out others. On May 19th, Winton Woods High School Assistant Principal Kym Harrison-Fowler sent us the picture at
right of a very happy high school graduate. She wrote, “Thank
you so much for purchasing the cap and gown. She looks so beautiful and most importantly
HAPPY . Have a great day and thank you for all that you do each and every day!” We thank
those of you in our community who make these moments possible.
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Police Memorial Week Ceremonies Restricted: The typical parade and ceremony with its
accompanying large crowd did not occur for the 2020 Police Memorial Day ceremony, but that
did not mean it was any less poignant. Memorial wreaths were displayed at the foot of the
police memorial in front of Cincinnati Police Headquarters. On guard at left (and in the inset
below) is Greenhills Police Honor Guard Officer Eric Tricase. A wreath honoring recently
fallen Springdale Officer Kaia Grant is shown at right. Corporal Mike Mathis, the former
Springdale Police Chief, also participated in that ceremony. Officer Tricase stood guard
throughout the day with the Cincinnati Police and Hamilton County Police Association (HCPA)
Honor Guards, and Chief Neil Ferdelman participated in the ceremony.

Silver Linings Found in the Clouds: Even during a pandemic, enough good things happen to
remind us of better times. During National Police Week on May 11-15, Helen Kovach, a criminal justice major at Michigan State, and the daughter of Municipal Manager Evonne Kovach,
made us a plate of delicious and decorated Police Week cookies. Resident Bev Ventura sent in
pizzas for our officers as well. Later that week, we continued to scour for scarce supplies as we
continue to disinfect police cruisers and work spaces. Services Foreman Mike Caster checked
various stores for us, and encountered Tom Good, the store manager at the Springdale Lowe’s.
When Mr. Good found out that our police department was trying to keep its officers safe, he
donated a case of Clorox wipes and a half dozen spray bottles of disinfectant. We particularly
appreciate these kindnesses during these trying times!

Training Continues:
• Officers Zzach Clark and Rob Lenhoff completed their required biennial recertification
from Ohio LEADS through RCIC. LEADS is the Ohio Law Enforcement Automated Data System, and RCIC is Hamilton County’s Regional Crime Information Center;
• Taser Instructor Officer Eric Tricase is recertifying all officers on the proper use of the
Taser;
• All officers received roll call training through the video “The Death of George Floyd and the
Relationship of Proper Law Enforcement Policy, Practices, Training and Legal Mandates”
from Caliber Press;
• All officers have completed the first segment in training on “Essential Components of Deescalation and Conflict Resolution.”
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GPD Awarded Personal Protective Gear in Recognition of Community Outreach: The
Greenhills Police Department was selected as a national winner for the Pay It Forward Campaign by the Aftermath Company. Greenhills was one of twelve departments selected for this
honor from all over the United States. The department was selected for our efforts to get information out to our residents about COVID-19 and its resulting quarantine as a result of this
video. Shown above with their protective kits are Lieutenant Anne Ward, Chief Neil Ferdelman, Officer Phil Means, and Corporal Mike Mathis. The department was presented
with 50 prepackaged professional personal protective kits for the department's officers.
These kits have already been issued to each officer to protect them from infection, at crime
scenes, and on other hazardous calls. Thank you to Aftermath for these much-needed kits,
and thanks to Dana Gagnon of Waycross Community Media for production of the video!
Officer Commended for Help to Resident: On May 16th, Officer David Bacon (below) responded to a call to investigate a person in the “A” Section who
was possibly a danger to himself and the public. When he arrived, the person was highly agitated, pacing back and forth,
and sweating profusely. During their conversation, the person
displayed sudden changes in his behavior, going from calm to
highly aggressive instantaneously. The officer told the subject
he wanted to get him help, but he responded that if he touched
him, he would hurt the police officer. After some time and effort on the officer’s part, the person was handcuffed without
incident, and was transported to the University of Cincinnati
Medical Center’s Psychiatric Unit. Unbeknownst to the officer,
a neighbor observed the entire incident, and she recently
wrote to us to report what she saw: “I wanted to thank the police officer who talked to [the subject] in front of 29 Andover on
Saturday afternoon. The officer was so gentle, patient and kind as he tried to help him.” She noted
that recently the subject “has not been easy to communicate to,” and wanted to commend us for
how the incident was handled. Chief Neil Ferdelman, in commending Officer Bacon, wrote,
“Your actions reflected our core value of respect: ‘always treating ordinary citizens with extraordinary respect. Each citizen-police encounter should foster a feeling of goodwill that extends
throughout the community.’ You did exactly that. As you know, this is counter to what we read
and see in our nation currently, but you did it right. You are commended for your exemplary
actions. Please keep up the good work.”
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May the Force Be with You: On May 31st,
Officer Cody Ritchie (left) responded to
an area in the “A” section to investigate
a report of a loud party. After he
checked the area, he reported the
following: “Nothing showing except kids
playing in the yard. I spoke with the
group who told me they would help me
catch robbers and fight crime. I gave them
all sticker badges and welcomed them to the
Greenhills Police force.”

June
GPD Begins Use of Springfield Township Impound Lot: On June 1st, officers from the Greenhills Police Department began limited use of the Springfield Township’s nearby impound lot
for cars impounded within our jurisdiction. This arrangement was made possible by Springfield Township Police Chief Rob Browder. Officers within our department who helped in
the planning of this initiative included Lieutenant Anne Ward and Officer Andy Moore. The
lot will be used by our officers to store vehicles towed in connection with a crime or when
evidence processing is necessary. The arrangement also allows us to collect fees charged
to those arrested and split
those fees with the township.
Planning for this initiative has
been in the works for several
years after being originally
proposed by Corporal Bryan
Johnston.
Little Dipper Tour Visits Greenhills Police and Fire: On June 11th, two representatives from
United Dairy Farmers (UDF) visited the Greenhills Police and Fire Departments. They brought
us many cups of delicious UDF ice cream, including a selection of vanilla, chocolate, chocolate
chip, raspberry chocolate chip, orange, and others. UDF has been on a tour of local public safety
departments to show their appreciation for the jobs done by police officers
and firefighters. Police Clerk Vonda
Secoy is shown at right with the two
UDF representatives who served all of
us their delicious treats. We thank
UDF for their caring concerns for the
community’s public safety personnel.
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Protests in Greenhills: In 2020, we
lived through some tumultuous
times. First it brought us a pandemic, and then a tragic death of a
person being arrested in Minnesota
that spawned international outrage.
Like all professions, the bad in law
enforcement is but a small fraction
of the good. Most of us come to
work each day, placing ourselves in
harm’s way to protect our citizens.
Yes, we had protests in Greenhills as
a result of the Minneapolis incident.
During one of these, Officer Zzach
Clark found time while watching
the gathering to shoot hoops with
some of our children, showing that community policing is still alive and well here in Greenhills.
Thank YOU, Greenhills Community: We have received many calls from residents asking for
the
THANK
YOU
GREENHILLS
POLICE
DEPARTMENT signs that have popped up
throughout our community in June. We initially did
not know where they came from, but have
discovered it was an initiative started by residents.
We now have their contact information, and we can
pass along requests for signs if you call us at our
non-emergency number, 513-825-2101. We are
sincerely grateful to serve such a great community
and pledge to continue to live up to your trust in us!
Community Policing Includes Light Bulb Changing: On June 27th, a neighbor in the “J” section called us concerned about the wellbeing of an elderly female resident. The
caller stated the porch light had been flickering for several hours and they had
never seen it flicker before. They further relayed that they had not seen any
activity at the residence. Officers Eric Tricase and Phil Means made contact
with the resident and she was okay, but needed some help with the porch light.
They checked the porch light, changed the light bulb for her, and all was well.

July
Department Mourns Death of Another Ohio Officer: On July 4th, the Greenhills Police Department was ordered into a period of mourning for the death of Toledo Police Officer Anthony
Dia. Officer Dia, 26, was shot after responding to a call early that morning to investigate an
intoxicated man. As Officer Dia was checking to ensure he was okay, the subject fired one round
into the officer's
chest. The suspect
subsequently
killed himself after
fleeing
into
a
nearby woods. Officer Dia leaves behind a wife and two
young children.
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Department Selects, Implements New Computer System: On July 1, the
department switched to a new Records Management System (RMS) called
Peel9. The software is a 2020 Innovation-Technology award winner. It is a
University of Cincinnati (UC) Innovation Hub supported records management and analytics company that serves the law enforcement community.
The Peel9 team has over 100 years of combined experience in local and international law enforcement as well as extensive experience in the development of both software and technology solutions that make businesses more effective and efficient. It includes
researchers and developers from UC, and former command officers from the Cincinnati Police
Department, Loveland Police Department, and the Turkish National Police. The system replaces software from Pamet, which we had used since 2011 but is being retired next year. The
Peel9 system is designed to help agencies gain a better understanding of what officers are doing, when they are doing it and where. By gathering the right data and understanding it, officers
can be deployed with a purpose. The system was created as a comprehensive, user-friendly
RMS that could do more than serve as an electronic file cabinet. The software is designed to
convert data into actionable information after it is effectively analyzed, helping investigators
to determine where and
when a crime occurred, what
happened and who committed the crime. The company
is named in honor of Sir Robert Peel, the father of modern policing (his officers
were called Bobbies in 19th
century London), who developed nine principles of policing still in use today.
Greenhills Featured in Recent “Inside Your Police Force” TV News Story: WLWT Channel
5 recently compiled a series titled “Inside Your Police Force” that featured the Greenhills Police
Department. The story noted the detailed training completed by the department as coordinated by Lieutenant Anne Ward. The story noted, “In our ongoing investigation 'Inside Your
Police Force,' we highlight some of the departments that have taken it a step further.” The story
continued, “The department prioritizes training exercises . . . Officers complete de-escalation and implicit bias training annually, in addition to other training.” For a link to a video
containing the story, click here.
GPD Policies Reviewed and Updated on July 15th: Twenty-eight newly revised General Orders went into effect on July 15th. The new policies were updated
on all departmental computers, and all hard copy departmental manuals were updated. A four-page special order
distributed to all officers explained all of the changes.
All personnel were required to complete a written
test showing acknowledgement and verifying
comprehension of all of the new procedures. All
personnel are issued the entire manual of General Orders with their choice of an electronic
version complete with hyperlinks on a thumb
drive, or a traditional hard copy manual.
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Officer Lenhoff Commended for Cool-Headed Coordination, Action: On the evening of July
14th, Police Officer Rob Lenhoff was dispatched to an address
in the “B” section to locate a critical missing person from Colerain Township. We had received information that he was suicidal and under the influence of drugs and/or alcohol. Before
making contact, the officer searched the system to find that he
was wanted out of Clermont County and verified the warrant.
Upon arrival at the residence, the officer was told that the person was in an altered state. The resident had found him upstairs
in her residence intoxicated, surrounded by multiple alcoholic
beverage bottles. He told her he had been using cocaine for the
last four days while he was missing. By then, he had noticed the
officer and became irate, and Officer Lenhoff requested assistance. Prior to approach, the officer had a squad staged at the dead end of the street. The
resident said the person had gone into the crawl space under the residence, and previously had
made statements of wanting to be killed by police officers. In the officer’s previous encounter
with him, he had a hunting knife near his person. Officer Lenhoff initiated a perimeter placed
around the home in case the person attempted to flee, and established an area-wide channel
for communication with the supplemental officers. Officer Lenhoff coordinated a stacked
SWAT entry, warned the person that a police canine was present, and told the person that he
needed to surrender. He subsequently proceeded to exit out of the crawl space, complied with
commands, and was placed into custody. The person was escorted to Officer David Bacon’s
cruiser where he was checked by the Greenhills Fire Department’s squad. His vital signs were
assessed and found to be normal. He was taken to the hospital without incident. Police Chief
Neil Ferdelman, in commending Officer Lenhoff, wrote, “This was a difficult call and a myriad
of things could have gone wrong, resulting in injuries to both persons and officers. You used excellent organizational skills by requesting assistance, establishing a perimeter, coordinating communications, and using a disciplined entry into the residence. You are commended for your exemplary efforts. Because of your actions, a potentially dangerous incident was resolved peacefully.
This was an excellent job. Please keep up the good work.”

August
GPD Awarded $11,070 Grant for Body Armor: On August 5th, Ohio
Attorney General Dave Yost announced the expansion of the Ohio
Law Enforcement Body Armor Program with $3.5 million in funding
for fiscal year 2021. Law enforcement agencies were invited to compete for grants that will reimburse 75% of the cost of body armor
vests. The program is administered by the Ohio Attorney General’s
Office with funding for the program provided by the Ohio Bureau of
Workers’ Compensation as part of its Safety Intervention Grant Program. Lieutenant Anne Ward wrote the grant and submitted it to the state. On August 19th,
we received the following from Attorney General Yost: “I am pleased to inform you that your
department has been awarded $11,070.00 to purchase body armor for your officers as part of
the Ohio Law Enforcement Body Armor Program. I deeply appreciate the work of local law officers such as yours, who put their lives on the line every day to protect Ohio’s families. My hope is
that this grant will help to ensure their safety.” The new vests carry most of the law enforcement
gear currently hanging from the officers’ duty belts, redistributing the weight more efficiently
and protecting them from future back injuries caused by years of carrying 18 pounds of equipment on their belts. We are in the process of fitting and ordering these new vests for our officers, and are grateful for the financial assistance from the Attorney General’s office.
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Department Participates in Pursuit Symposium: One of the most difficult aspects of modern law enforcement is the safe and effective management of police vehicle pursuits. As we strive to keep the public safe and
balance the expectation to apprehend offenders, the decision to engage
in vehicle pursuit involves risks that present a myriad of challenges for
today’s officers and supervisors. Although our policy currently meets
stringent law enforcement accredited standards, we are always interested in improvement. On August 19th, the Greenhills Police Department participated in a virtual symposium that provided participants
with an opportunity to engage in a learning experience and focused discussion on police vehicle pursuits. The symposium provided relevant perspectives surrounding the issue of police vehicle pursuits, including advocates for changes to vehicle pursuits, improving safety, and the use of technology aimed at reducing the risks associated with pursuits.
The session also provided an overview of the Ohio Collaborative Community-Police Advisory
Board standard surrounding vehicle pursuits, and was followed by small group discussions on
key topics related to vehicle pursuits and possible strategies to consider in Hamilton County to
develop consistency in the response to these incidents. Corporal Mike Mathis, the former
Springdale Police Chief, represented the department in the online meeting.

Back to School Means A Focus On Safety: The start to the school year will be very differ-

ent than normal this year, however we always collaborate with our school system to ensure
that the students and staff are as safe as they can possibly be in
our very changed world. We learn from each tragic school shooting how to best address the next one. In collaboration with the
Forest Park Police Department and the schools, we have developed detailed plans in response to critical incidents. These plans
are reviewed each year with school staff to ensure that we are all
on the same page and ready to effectively respond if needed. In
different years, we stage actual exercises and then alternate with tabletop exercises that explore various scenarios that may be encountered. During this pandemic year, our planning
exercise was virtual and held on August 21st with the staff of the three schools in Greenhills.
Each year we rely on the cooperation of the Forest Park Police Department (this year, represented by Lieutenant Tony Pope), and the school system’s Director of Business, Steve Denny.
They are valued partners who work diligently along with our department to ensure the safety
of our children.
Officer Commended for Solving Crime That Injured a Juvenile Cyclist: Shortly after
midnight on August 14th, Police Officer David Bacon (left)
observed a subject seated inside a Silver Chevrolet Silverado
located in the rear of the Greenhills Community Building. He told
the officer he was a cleaning employee for the library, said he had
a flat tire, and was waiting on his boss arrive. However, Officer
Bacon observed the vehicle to have recent right-front damage,
along with a flat tire. He further saw a green substance attached
to the vehicle along with what appeared to be a sticker on the
bumper. This led him to conclude that the vehicle was possibly
related to a very recent and nearby hit skip injury accident in
Forest Park. When questioned, the driver admitted that he had
hit an object but said he did not know what it was. He stated that
this occurred just a few hours ago, and that he had hit the object before the Winton and Sharon
Road intersection. Based on his admissions, Officer Bacon immediately detained the suspect,
read him his Miranda rights, and told him that a pedestrian was struck while riding a bike
around the time frame in which he stated he hit the unknown object. In commending Officer
Bacon, Police Chief Neil Ferdelman wrote, “Your alertness solved a crime that caused injury to
a juvenile, and cleared the case so the offender can be held accountable for his crime. Your actions
reflected excellent police work. Please keep up the good work.”
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Making A Difference: A Greenhills resident called the department on August 14th to talk about his contact with Police Officer Andy Moore (right) on July 19, 2020 in one of our neighborhoods. The officer’s report of that encounter read: “[The
individual] stated that he had thoughts of hurting himself but
could not go through with it. His mother called 911 and stated
that [he] wanted to shoot himself but after speaking with [him]
he stated that he did not have any guns in the house but he did
have knives. [The individual] stated that he was upset because
he got an argument with his neighbor and felt like the world was
against him. He had a friend staying with him so he felt a little
better and did not want to be transported to PES. (Psychiatric
Emergency Services).” In commending Officer Moore, Police
Chief Neil Ferdelman wrote, “His account was very similar but
much more personal. He stated that he felt very down that day
and had both suicidal thoughts and homicidal thoughts. He said he was in the frame of mind
where he wanted to kill someone and then himself. He said you were understanding and helpful
and changed his thoughts, a change he told me that has continued. This is not the first time that
you have made a difference in someone’s life. I have seen this firsthand on calls with you, and have
heard about it countless times from citizens who have called or written to thank you. Oftentimes
we get discouraged by all of the mundane nuisances in life, but through your career, you should
know that you regularly make a difference, helping people who are at such a low point in their life
that they believe there is no hope. You have a unique talent for showing empathy when it is most
needed, and as such, you reflect the highest values in our profession. You represent the Greenhills
Police Department well, and I am very proud to work with you.”
Department Receives Recognition from State Representative Jessica Miranda: Recently,
the Greenhills Police Department was selected as a national winner for the Pay It Forward Campaign by the Aftermath Company. Greenhills was one of twelve departments selected for this
honor from all over the United States. The department was selected for our efforts to get information out to our residents about COVID-19
and its resulting quarantine as a result of this
video. The department was presented with 50
pre-packaged professional personal protective
kits for the department's officers. These kits
were issued to each officer to protect them
from infection, at crime scenes, and on other
hazardous calls. State Representative Jessica
Miranda of the 28th House District represents
Greenhills, and learned of this award. She initiated congratulations and accolades from the
Ohio House of Representatives to the department, as shown at left.

She also sent a personal note,
congratulating us for winning the
award, and sent additional kudos
for hiring Corporal Michael
Mathis, calling him an “amazing
public servant.” We agree!
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Theft at Local Business Investigated, Cleared by Arrest: On August 25th, a middle-aged
male went into the Village Keg on Enfield Street and stole a half-gallon of whiskey valued at
$48.99 and concealed it in his clothing, leaving the store without paying for the item. Officers
worked the case with a description of the perpetrator and his vehicle until they were able to
develop a suspect in the incident. Corporal Mike Mathis, and Officers Eric Tricase and Phillip Means worked to solve the crime, resulting in the arrest of a 52-year-old Forest Park resident, who was charged with Theft. The officers did an excellent job using investigative leads to
track down the suspect.
Community Policing Alive and Well in Greenhills: Story 1: On August 28th at 12:45 PM
while patrolling a parking lot, Officer Cody Ritchie (left) noted: “While on patrol, I observed
two people practicing for the driver license test. They were using clothes
to mark the spots. I grabbed some cones and asked if they would like to
use them to practice for a few. I also offered the driver some tips that had
helped me when I took my driving test.”
Story 2: On September 1st at 4:28 PM, Corporal
Michael Mathis (right) wrote, “While on patrol I
found a 12-year-old laying on the sidewalk after
wrecking his bicycle. He seemed to be OK other
than minor facial injuries. He seemed shook up so
I walked him home to his house on Ingram and his
parents took over.”
Story 3: On September 16th, at 10:29 PM, Officer Rob Lenhoff (below left) reported that he
“Assisted a motorist by changing a tire at the fire
house.” His supervisor, Corporal Mike Mathis,
wrote the following to him: “You went over and above in assisting those
two young men tonight whose car had tire problems. You got them to the
PD and used tools at your availability there to change their tire for them.
This simple act showed service, compassion, and commitment to your fellow man. Thank you for making us all look good.”

September
Department Dons Mourning Ribbons for Slain Cleveland Officer:
For the second time this year, Greenhills Police Department officers
were ordered into a period of mourning on September 4th in response
to an Ohio line of duty death. Cleveland Police Detective James
Skernivitz, 53, a 25-year veteran officer, was shot and killed during a
narcotics operation. His assailant was arrested and taken into custody a few days later. This death was followed by the ambush of two
Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Deputies who were shot in the head
while seated in their patrol unit, and the shooting of a St. Louis police
officer. We pray for peace and healing in this troubled time.
Talking With Greenhills: Around the Police Department: Police Officer Cody Ritchie and Chief Neil Ferdelman appeared on Waycross
Community Media’s September Talking With Greenhills segment, hosted
by Dana Gagnon. Our recent ballistic vest grant, Pay It Forward award,
and the 2020 census were all discussed. To see the program, click here.
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Concert On the Commons Resumed in September:

If there was ever a year in which we needed
a little music, 2020 immediately comes to
mind. Finally, the resumption of Jim Miller’s Concert on the Commons series was approved by the Department of Health, and
kicked off belatedly on Wednesday, September 9th with some restrictions. Jim is shown seated
at the gazebo (top left). Another concert was held on September 16th. Greenhills residents were
certainly ready for some good tunes, and they were well received by the crowds on both evenings. The weather was perfect, and residents turned out in force to enjoy and relax. The
Greenhills Services crew painted socially distanced circles on the lawn (shown above left) so
residents could wear masks and socially distance to safely listen to the evening’s entertainment. Officer Zzach Clark is shown above right keeping a watchful eye on the event.
Watch Your Speed – We Are! Although school sessions
during a pandemic are not as steady as usual, we are seeing
school buses and children on our streets again, which
means caution is more important than ever. We received
complaints of speeding motorists in various neighborhoods. We use an electronic portable speed sign as a tool
that helps us slow down speeders. When complaints are
received in an area, we first deploy the sign in what is called
“stealth” mode. The sign records the speed of each vehicle
and the time that it occurred. This gives us a baseline set of
statistics to determine the extent of the problem. Secondly,
the sign is turned on to display the speed of oncoming vehicles. This is designed as a deterrent and help motorists
watch their speeds and adjust them downward. Finally, an
officer with radar is assigned to the area to write tickets to those who have failed to comply
with the attempts to reduce their speed. Our goal is to make our community safe!
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Officers Appreciated for Kindness, Good Work: From Sergeant
Tony Patton to Officer David Bacon on September 23rd: “I wanted
to reach out to you, to let you know you did an outstanding job on our
runaway case. It wasn't long after I briefed you about [mom’s] call to
the police department with a possible location of her daughter and
who she was with and what to do if she was apprehended. We discussed the possibility that Juvenile Detention may tell you to just release her to her parents. It was a pleasure to watch you reach out to
Mount Healthy to update them with information about our case. You
used your investigative skills with very little information, such as a picture I showed you, along with your knowledge of Mt. Healthy. Then
you took off running, like a running back heading for the end zone
searching for the house in the picture with the street information you
received. It is a credit to your ability and to the “do your best attitude”
you have. Officer Bacon, tonight you gave some peace of mind to the
parents, knowing that their daughter is okay. One can only hope she
will understand the stress and heartache she has caused her family and
understands there are consequences for her actions. Keep up the good
work!”
From Sergeant Tony Patton to Officer Rob Lenhoff on September
23rd: “I wanted to say thank you so much for last night with helping
Officer Bacon, out with the interview of our runaway. Officer Bacon
said you stayed over to assist with the interview, and I am sure your
assistance helped because you had already had a rapport with her.
There is an old saying that it takes a village to raise a child. It is also
true when it comes to policing, working together so that we can be the
best professional police department that others look up to. Again,
thank you so much for your help. Nice job!”
From Greenhills Firefighter/EMT Julie Sheets about Officer Cody
Ritchie on October 6th: “I wanted to give a shout out of appreciation
to Officer Ritchie for his actions and help on our squad run this morning. We were dispatched for a person hemorrhaging from the leg.
When we arrived on scene, he was holding direct pressure on the
wound, using all safety precautions, of course. He did an excellent job
of caring for the patient prior to the squad’s arrival on scene and then
continued to assist us throughout the call including waiting for the
medics to arrive and giving them a report before they entered the house too. His actions were
extremely helpful to both the patient and the FD. I just wanted to acknowledge his efforts and
thank him again for everything. I did just thank him in person back at the station a little later in
the day too. I also wanted you to be aware that his efforts did not go unnoticed.”

October
Federal Grant Received for Vest Purchases: On October 19th, we were
notified by the United States Department of Justice that we had received
a federal grant to be used toward the purchase of ballistic vests for officers. The Bureau of Justice Assistance reported that we received
$2,267.50 under the Fiscal Year (FY) 2020 Patrick Leahy Bulletproof
Vest Partnership solicitation. We had already applied for and received
grant funding for vest purchases from the Ohio Attorney General’s office.
The total funding will be used for the purchase of new outer carrier vests
for our officers’ health and enhanced safety.
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Classroom, Scenario-Based Training Helps Officers: The department conducts an annual
meeting to set goals for the following years and work on continuous improvement. The session
always incorporates a
training segment for the
officers attending. This
year’s training on October 1st focused on the
preparation and execution of search warrants in
accordance with Ohio law
and case law. Corporal
Michael Mathis, shown
at left, has extensive experience and expertise in criminal investigations, and conducted this course for all officers. The
course content incorporated elements of technology, discussing the finer points of search warrants needed to access portable devices and social media.
On October 15th, officers participated in scenario-based defensive tactics training. This training
used role players, simulated firearms, and mock vehicle stops. Lieutenant Anne Ward, Corporals Bryan Johnston and Mike Mathis, and Police Clerk Vonda Secoy portrayed motorists
and citizens who interacted with the officers being trained. Officers Eric Tricase and Zzach
Clark conducted the scenario training, and they received the following from Chief Ferdelman:
“Your work on setting up and conducting the scenario-based training utilizing defensive tactics
on October 15, 2020 was excellent, reflected good planning, and was well received by those participating. I wanted to thank you for the extra time and effort you put into this. This resulted in
realistic training that will benefit us all. Your efforts will benefit officers in the future and the
department will be better because of it. I look forward to further scenario-based training in the
future. Thank you for a job well done.”

Shown above, from left to right, are Sergeant Tony Patton, Corporal Mike Mathis, and Officer Phil Means interacting during a simulated vehicle stop. Officers Eric Tricase and Zzach
Clark, who put together the training segments, are shown evaluating above left. Some of the
simulated weapons used, and Lieutenant Anne Ward, inside the vehicle, are shown at right.
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Thieves Strike from Fairfield to Finneytown: In October, Greenhills and surrounding communities dealt with thieves who left a path of victims starting in Fairfield to the north and continuing south into the Finneytown neighborhood of Springfield Township. Here in Greenhills,
this included mostly thefts from unlocked motor vehicles, but did include two auto thefts. One
of the vehicles was quickly recovered, but one stolen in the “H” section is still missing. The first
theft occurred on September 28th, but the first wave of multiple offenses happened overnight
on October 14th on the west side of Greenhills. Thieves hit again on the east side overnight on
October 16th. We have collected video from some of these incidents, and have worked with
surrounding jurisdictions to develop leads.
We followed up with other investigative techniques and aggressive patrols to the point a neighbor recently called us. Officer David Bacon reported, “Conducted preventive patrol on the west
side of the village. Shortly thereafter, I received a call from a resident on Ligorio reporting some
bright lights on her street. I advised the resident it was me with my floodlights on, conducting
extra patrols due to recent thefts. Complainant was told to call any time she has concerns. The
citizen responded to keep doing what we were doing. An additional patrol was made in the area
after the phone call was received.”
We are remaining vigilant, and continue to investigate leads in the crimes that already occurred. However, crime prevention is equally important to stop
further thefts in the future. We urge our residents to:
•

Lock vehicles!

•

Never leave valuables in your car, and especially not in
plain sight! This includes wallets, cash, credit cards, and
portable electronic equipment such as computers, tablets, or phones.

•

Call us immediately at 911 if you observe a crime in progress, or at 513-825-2101 if something looks off or
someone is acting suspicious.

Community Benefits from Kindness of Others: The Greenhills Police Department is fortunate to be included in the chain of kindness present in our community. Due to the pandemic,
some of the usual pantries are not operating, and we have been fortunate to receive pastries
from a local bakery on a regular basis. They have been generously provided by several local residents who are also our
Citizen Police Academy alumni. We have subsequently distributed the baked goods to residents whom we have helped
in the past and are still in need (okay, we may have snatched
a bagel or two). If you know of a resident or family who might
benefit from these items, please contact us, and we will ensure that they are forwarded properly when we receive them.
On October 21st, one of our churches reported to us that a man walked in stating he was
stranded, and was trying to get home to Kentucky. Officer Eric Tricase met with the individual. He told the officer he lost his envelope containing cash that he needed for his bus ride back
home. The officer called the bus company but received no help. The officer then attempted to
drop him off at two Cincinnati shelters, however both shelters declined his admittance. They
stated he would need to call in the morning to book a room. The officer then also called multiple
other agencies with no response. With all options exhausted, Officer Tricase and Corporal
Bryan Johnston used our department’s Community Fund to provide the man with a room at a
nearby hotel in Forest Park for the night. Corporal Johnston obtained a discounted rate at the
hotel due to the circumstances, while Officer Tricase transported the individual back from
downtown. The department’s Community Fund has accumulated donations from generous
residents who allow us to help those in need. We are deeply grateful for their continuing support.
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Greenhills PD Joins Hamilton County Law Enforcement in Mourning Officer Death:

Hamilton County Sheriff’s Corporal Adam McMillan, a 19-year veteran law enforcement officer,
was involved in a five-car crash on the evening of October 8th while operating his marked
cruiser, and died two weeks later as a result of his injuries. What makes our profession so
unique is how an on-duty death is observed by the law enforcement community. Hamilton
County’s Honor Guard, comprised of handpicked and highly trained officers from a myriad of
departments, stand guard over the casket from the time of transport to the time of burial. Our
department has two Honor Guard members, Officers Eric Tricase and Zzach Clark. Officer
Clark is shown top right, second from the right, on Corporal McMillan’s burial detail. Officer
Tricase is shown at the end of the line of officers at bottom left, and at the bottom far right as
the 21-gun salute is rendered. All Greenhills officers observed a period of mourning by draping
their badges with black bands from October 23rd to November 6th to honor the fallen officer.
Trick or Treat – 2020 Pandemic Style!

Even trick or treating is complicated during a pandemic! Shown at left is our “virtual” candy box on the hood of one of our police cruisers so young trick or treaters
could get their treats at a social distance. Sergeant Tony Patton is shown at center
with a trick or treater too young to obtain treats from the cruiser. At right, you can
see some of the ghouls and goblins who took over Greenhills streets in search of
either blood or treats – we are not sure which!
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Flu Shots Provided to Officers by Greenhills Fire Department: In a
community like Greenhills, it is especially good to have close relationships in public safety. Our community is fortunate to have the Greenhills
Fire Department next door. They have regularly kept us trained in first
aid and CPR techniques, and each fall, provide our officers with flu shots.
These protective shots were administered to officers requesting them
this month, and we thank David Hoffmann and the department for
helping to keep us safe.

November
Police Officers Bacon, Means, and Ritchie Complete Advanced Training: In addition to the
pandemic, the year 2020 has seen continuing upheaval in the law enforcement field. Issues in
different areas of our nation have caused strained relationships between police officers and
some segments of the populations we serve. Some law enforcement officers have failed, and
will pay the price for their mistakes in the criminal justice system.
In other instances, officers face increasingly difficult situations as
more persons with mental health issues are released from facilities
and meld back into the general population. Police officers must be
better equipped to deal with those situations, particularly when
those persons become violent. To that end, Greenhills Police Officers David Bacon, Phillip Means, and Cody Ritchie completed an
Advanced CIT (Crisis Intervention Training) school titled Enhancing
Your De-Escalation Skills at the Great Oaks campus on November 5th.
Greenhills Police Receive Fourth State Certification: On November 17th, the Greenhills Police Department received the following from Karhlton F. Moore,
Executive Director of the Ohio Office of Criminal Justice Services:
“Congratulations on achieving Full Compliance Ohio Collaborative
Law Enforcement Law Enforcement Agency Certification status on
Group 4, Vehicular Pursuit standards. Your certificate shall serve
as a reminder of your agency’s commitment to law enforcement
and the community it serves.” The department has trained and
tested its officers on vehicular pursuits and the dangers they pose
to other motorists, officers, and even suspects. In the past, we
have utilized driving simulators provided by the Ohio Peace Officers Training Academy to best train our officers for these dangerous situations.
Drugs Bagged and Burned: Fifty pounds of illegal narcotics became history on November 19th
as an accumulation of confiscated drugs
were sorted and bagged by Property
Technician Rob Payne following the issuance of a court order allowing their destruction. Officer Andy Moore is shown
at left with the contraband before it was
transported to an undisclosed incinerator
where it was burned and destroyed. The
load of narcotics represented hundreds of
individual drugs taken in criminal cases
over the past several years, and included
drugs ranging from marijuana to crack, cocaine, and heroin. Officer Moore stood by
while all of the contraband was incinerated.
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Residents’ Generosity Continues in Tough Times: This month, we received a visit from two
Greenhills residents who live in the “C” section. They were kind enough to bake us some chocolate chip cookies and brought a huge box of coffee. The box was covered on all sides with,
among others, notes reading:
•

We are standing with you;

•

You inspire us;

•

Real Heroes Wear Uniforms;

•

You are Worthy of Honor;

•

Thanks for Keeping us Safe;

•

Thank you for making this a safe place to live.

We thank our residents for their kindness and unending generosity. One Greenhills family recently supplied four $50 Kroger gift cards to supply Thanksgiving dinner to those in need. Another just forwarded a $300 check. We are currently working on finding the right families who
will benefit from the kindness of others. We are all truly blessed to live or work in this community.
Staff Straightens Out Snafu: One of our officers stopped a vehicle that was showing that a felony warrant was attached to the
plate. It was found that the person driving the car was not the
wanted person, and in fact did not even know him. Sergeant
Tony Patton referred the matter to Lieutenant Anne Ward and
she collaborated with Police Clerk Vonda Secoy. They subsequently discovered that another police department had entered
the license plate, mistakenly transposing numbers on the plate.
The lieutenant and clerk called the woman to tell her that the
mistake was corrected by the original police agency and her
plate was no longer flagged. She was grateful, and a few days
later sent this “very special” Thank You card: “I can’t begin to
Thank You enough for listening to my concern, and most of all taking your precious time to assist me and clear up this awkward and
weird situation. I know that you and the clerk who assisted you didn’t have to do what you two
did and that is what is so awesome about both of you. I am so grateful, appreciative, and thankful.
I know that your act of kindness and the clerk who helped you will not go unnoticed. You two will
both be blessed some way down the road. With sincere appreciation!” The note was attached to
the gift basket shown at right.
GPD Chief Posts A Virtual Reading of Officer Buckle and Gloria: A police officer’s job is not
always about fun stuff. One of the most rewarding things we get to do is interact with kids. We
have not been able to do that as much this year, so it was good to receive a call from Winton
Woods Primary North first grade teacher Teresa Stone. Greenhills officers have read to her
students in previous years, and it is always a great experience for
all involved. Police Chief Neil Ferdelman’s favorite book to read
is “Officer Buckles and Gloria.” Ms. Stone contacted us recently to
ask if we could do a reading virtually. We were able to do just that
due to the talents of Dana Gagnon and the amazing staff at
Waycross Community Media, who produced the recording. It
was forwarded to Ms. Stone, who wrote back, “This is amazing!
Thank you so much for taking the time to make this video. We will
show it to the children next week.
Teresa Stone, A thankful first grade
teacher.” If you have a young person at home or in your family who
enjoys being read to, you can find
a link to the video here.
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Officer Training Continues during the Winter: Some year-end training was scheduled for
November and December. On November 24th, Chief Neil Ferdelman, Lieutenant Anne Ward
and Corporal Mike Mathis completed an all-day virtual seminar on Survival Skills for
Supervisors. The school was presented by the Legal and Liability Risk Management Institute.
It reviewed Constitutional case law governing law enforcement officers and tactics for
supervision in a changing world. On December 7th, Officer Phillip Means attended the Legal
Patrol Tactics for Law Enforcement course at Great Oaks Public Safety Services in Sharonville.
The course examined tactics and case law for police officers and included topics on traffic stops,
crimes in progress, arrests, and search and seizure.

December
Officers Commended for Compassionate Response: On October 20th, Officers Eric Tricase
and Phillip Means responded to an address in the “I” section to check on the well-being of a
resident. Unfortunately, the resident was found to be deceased. His family wrote the following
in his obituary published in the December Greenhills Journal: “The family wants to express our
sincere appreciation to the Greenhills Police, Fire Department, and EMTs. When our brother could
not be reached . . . Greenhills Police and Fire Departments promptly responded to a request for a
well-check. After gaining entry and making the sad discovery, they were professional and very
considerate. They were so thoughtful to our family at that difficult time; we honor them and will
never forget their humanity and kindness. God bless those who wear the blue and serve, and the
volunteers, all dedicated and excellent in our eyes. Thank you.”
Assessment Team Recommends Re-Accreditation: On December 7-8, the Greenhills Police
Department was the subject of a virtual inspection and assessment by two law enforcement
executives representing the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies, Inc. This was the culmination of a four-year process where the department has been subject to an annual online inspection of agency files and proofs of compliance. This assessment
team was comprised of Emporia, Virginia Police Chief Rick
Pinksaw, and West Orange, New Jersey Police Captain Richard
McDonald. Interestingly, Chief Pinksaw was the team leader when
this agency was originally assessed 13 years ago in 2007. Although the
team’s final report is not yet completed which will provide their comprehensive findings, during the course of their work they spoke with:
•

Government leaders such as Municipal Manager Evonne Kovach, Mayor Moore, former
Mayor Ockie Hoffmann, Council Member Jack Lee, and former Council Member Kenny
Burck;
• Agency members, including Chief Neil Ferdelman, Lieutenant Anne Ward, Sergeant
Tony Patton, Corporal Mike Mathis, Officer Phillip Means, Officer Codie Ritchie, and
Clerk Vonda Secoy;
• Other law enforcement agency members, including Forest Park Police Chief Bill Arns,
Lieutenant Jim Ward, and Officers Vada Harris and Rebecca Davis; Springfield Township Police Chief Rob Browder;
• School officials, including School Board Member Dr. John Cuppoletti, Superintendent
Anthony Smith, Executive Director of Business Steve Denny, and Principal Doug
Sanker;
• Our residents, including Paul and Maryann Odegard, and James and Donna Hadley;
• Business Representatives, including IT Consultant Tom Schuetz.
Others called the assessors, and we will be able to thank them when the final report is complete. Many others wrote to the assessors. This included Rich Baysore of Mobilcomm, former
Finance Director Kathryn Brokaw and Council Member Jennifer Osmanoglu. The department is grateful for the time and thoughts of all who participated.
The team’s exit interview sums up their findings, and a link to the interview can be found
here. It runs for just under 18 minutes. If you are interested, here are some of the videos we
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put together for this virtual event, courtesy of Chip Bergquist of Waycross Community media. A three-minute overview of CALEA and our onsite is included here. The other video segments include virtual tours of our:
• Headquarters’ workstations, hosted by Lieutenant Ward, can be found here. It runs for
under two minutes;
• Booking Room with Lieutenant Ward, can be found here. It runs for about a minute;
• Clerk’s station, with Clerk Vonda Secoy, is located here. It runs for just over a minute;
• Evidence intake, with Lieutenant Ward, is found here. It runs for less than a minute;
• Property Room, with Property Technician Rob Payne, can be found here. It runs for just
over a minute;
• Jurisdiction, with Officer Andy Moore, can be found here. It runs for 20 minutes;
• Cruisers and their equipment, presented by Officer Phil Means can be found here. It runs
for 16 minutes.
A word must be said about the efforts of Lieutenant Anne Ward, who served as our Accreditation Manager. Chief Ferdelman wrote, “Putting together an onsite assessment is daunting
work. Putting together a virtual assessment, where we must rely on technology operating efficiently, is an even more formidable task. Lieutenant Ward approached this with her usual nononsense attitude and capably pulled all of the moving parts together. It was a truly commendable effort, and I am extremely proud of her work.”
In its debriefing, the team provided a summary of their findings. Captain McDonald reported
that the department excels at community engagement, and he found that everyone he spoke
with is on board with the department’s efforts, and it is an amazing community. Chief Pinksaw
pointed out that he did the agency’s initial onsite, and he came back to find a different and much
improved agency. CALEA has been institutionalized, and he saw an agency committed to best
practices and a commitment to be better, a shining city on the hill. His observation was that
our citizens truly value, respect and admire our officers, who have built good relationships with
the community. He stated that other departments could use us as a model. He concluded that
our department does it right, that we have built trust, resulting in healthy relationships, and
we have much to be proud of. The team’s findings must be approved by the Commission, who
will formally grant re-accreditation, if approved, at their next scheduled meeting in March.
Chief Ferdelman, in writing to our officers, said, “I am certainly proud of each member of this
department. Even if you did not virtually interact with an assessor, they reviewed our monthly
and annual reports and commented on your exemplary efforts that have been noted from time to
time. Accreditation is a voluntary measure of excellence, and can only be successfully achieved by
the very best. That achievement is because of each and every one of you, and I thank you for your
efforts. The team’s findings are an outside validation that you are the best.”

Residents’ Compassion Brings Holiday Cheer: A Greenhills family, who asked to remain
anonymous, delivered gift cards to the department for distribution to families in need. On December 21st, we provided the following report to our Secret Santa: “Dear
Santa, we went delivering today. First,
we visited a family [in the “C” Section]
that is in dire need of help. We think the
package we left from you will make
their Christmas. Next, we stopped [in
the “I” Section] to a foster family who
has taken in four boys. The looks on
their faces would have made you smile.
God Bless you for your wonderful spirit
of Christmas.”
Looking Forward! Planning for the New Year: Our internal planning for the new year is
already underway. Although we all know that things will not change immediately, our hope is
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that 2021 will shape up to be a better year than this one was! The pandemic has frayed nerves
and significantly changed the way we do business. We hope that with multiple vaccinations
being approved and being readied for distribution, we will see some improvement as the new
year progresses. We worked with Finance Director Debb Hymer and Municipal Manager
Evonne Kovach on the 2021 budget, which was approved by Council on December 8th. Work
also continues on processing the receipt of grant dollars being provided due to the Coronavirus.
Funding from these grants must show that the purchases will result on the slowing of the virus.
Plans include:
• With the grant funding, we have ordered an additional marked cruiser. The new car will
be a 2021 Ford Interceptor SUV that will add a vehicle to our fleet for those occasions where
we have more officers than cars, particularly if one is down for repair;
• We are ordering several new portable radios for officers and as spares since our current
old spares are no longer repairable;
• We will be ordering all new shotguns through the 2021 budget to replace weaponry that is
over 30 years old;
• New ballistic vests are being ordered. We were able to obtain two separate grants, one
from the state, and another from the federal government, to pay the majority of their cost;
• We have significant plans for additional training in 2021. We will be adding two new
firearms instructors, a new baton instructor, and a trained accident investigator.
As you can see, much is being planned or already underway, and these enhancements will be
beneficial to the department and to our community.

Out With The Old – In With the New: All of us probably regarded 2020 as the year from you
know where. So how is 2021 going for you? So far, it has seemed like more of the same, and
yes, COVID is still raging. Although it is easy to feel discouraged, there is a light at the end of
the tunnel. Even though the vaccines have rolled out slower than expected, millions of doses
have already been administered with many, many more doses to come. The pandemic will not
end until many are vaccinated, and in our line of work it is critical for our officers to remain
safe and healthy. With the impending vaccines being administered in the coming months, we
have a tremendous opportunity to protect ourselves and beat this thing with the help of the
vaccine. We look forward to a day when we can get back to full speed, restoring all of the
services we normally provide. As of now, we continue to safely patrol our jurisdiction, check
our buildings and parked vehicles for signs of illegal entry, and sit at stop signs or run radar to
slow down increasingly reckless motorists. During and after the pandemic, we have planned
more scenario training, training on crime scene processing, and training on our various technologies. We budgeted additional training funds this year and hope to get many of our officers
out for specialized training in line with our needs and their interests. Once we have the green
light for full speed ahead, we will resume our community programs resulting in a full interaction with our community. We remain committed to making this the best department it can be.
It has been hard to stay positive given the world around us, but we are hopeful there are better
days ahead.
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Statistical Profile
2019 vs. 2020
Classification
2019
2020
Part 1 Crimes
Murder
0
0
Sexual Offenses
1
2
Robbery
0
0
Assaults
21
9
Burglary/B&E
7
6
Theft
33
40
Auto Theft
0
1
Total Part 1
62
58
Crimes
Incidents
Dispatched/Phone
3,450
1,997
Officer Initiated
4,002
2,488
Total Incidents
7,307
4,338
Mutual Aid
630
113
Arrests
Criminal
368
245
Traffic
Citations
1,033
496
Warnings
63
116
Accidents
67
63

Inc/Decr.
0
1
0
-12
-1
7
1
-4
-1,453
-1,514
-2,969
-517
-123
-537
53
-4

The chart above depicts the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic during 2020. Part 1 crimes were
down only incrementally, from 62 to 58. There was a significant drop in reported assaults,
down 12 from 21 to nine. Thefts increased by seven, from 33 to 40. Criminal arrests were
down significantly, from 368 to 245. Citations were down by half, and even accidents decreased by four. For their own safety, our officers were directed at the beginning of the pandemic to reduce their self-initiated activity, and they did. Even reported incidents were down
as the world stayed home to a significant degree.
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Top Offenses and Incidents
195

Squad Run
Mutual Aid
Intrusion Alarm
Parking Complaint
Theft
Suspicious Vehicle
Assist Motorist
Check on Well Being
Warrant Service
Lockout
Suspicious Person
Domestic Trouble
Possession of Drugs
Neighbor Trouble
Other Trouble
Trouble Run
Fire Run
Follow-Up
Disabled Vehicle
Juvenile Complaint
Criminal Damaging/Endangering
Suspicious Circumstances
Public Relations
Found Property Report
Noise Complaint
Animal complaint
Attempt to Locate
Motorist Assist
Traffic Complaint
Psychiatric Emergency
Places Found Open
Disorderly Conduct
Traffic Stop
Criminal Trespass
Domestic Violence
Domestic Dispute
Parking Violation - Follow- up
Auto Accident
Driving While Under the Influence of Alcohol
Report
Fireworks complaint
Property Damage
Telecommunications Harassment
Juvenile Problem
Neighbor Complaint
Fire
Found Property
Alarm
Shots Fired
Parking Violation/Complaint
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Offenses and Incidents by Address – Most Frequent
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Offenses and Incidents by Weekday
225
203

207

205

222

197

197
189

180

135

90

45

0
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Offenses and Incidents by Hour of Day
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Sunday

Suspects by Gender
Female
Male
12.1%

Unknown

40.5%

47.4%

Suspects by Race
31

White

Black

30

4

Hispanic/Latino

American Indian/Alaskan Native

0

Native Hawaiian/Other Pasific Islander

0

1

Asian

Unknown

0

10
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Arrests by Age (Total = 245)
31
29
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28

22
20

21

14 13

12
11
10

6

7

1

1

0
<18

18-21

21-25

26-30

31-35
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41-45

46-50

Arrests by Offense
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51-55

56-60

61-65

+65

Traffic
Accidents by Top Streets – Total = 63
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Accidents by Weekday
12

12

12

9

9

9

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

9

7

6
5

3

0
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

The Greenhills Police Department investigated 63 traffic crashes in 2020. Over half, 32, occurred on Winton Road or at one of its intersections. We had no fatal accidents in 2020.
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Citations by Weekday
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Saturday

Sunday

Calls for Service by Weekday
245
242
211
197

199

0
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211
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194

196

147

98

49
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Calls for Service by Hours
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Saturday

Sunday

Futures Profile
Strategic Plan Summary
The department’s Strategic Plan was updated in December of 2020. It contains the following elements:
OBJECTIVE 1: Building Trust While Policing Safely
As its mission, the Greenhills Police Department, in partnership with its citizens, strives to excel
in providing dependable and professional service to our community. By its very nature, police
service has the potential of placing employees in a negative light. Police officers are issuing
traffic tickets, making criminal arrests and often ordering persons what to do and what not to
do to avoid incarceration. However, the concept of positive customer service must be sustained
by being ingrained into the fabric and philosophy of the agency.
The year 2020 has provided tremendous stress on average citizens, but particularly on police
officers. We have curtailed many routine contacts with citizens during the COVID-19 pandemic,
and dealt with the anti-police protests that ignited after the death of George Floyd and other
incidents around the nation. Although we had two staged protests in Greenhills so far this year,
the response toward police from our citizens has been heartwarming. A resident who is a retired teacher and coach took it upon himself to order and pay for signs reading THANK YOU
GREENHILLS POLICE, and soon they appeared in front yards throughout our community.
When the original supply was exhausted, a Council member took up the cause, ordering and
distributing additional signs.
If we, as an organization, remain focused upon meeting or exceeding all targets, the percentage
of customer satisfaction will continue to reflect favorable attitudes toward the agency and its
members. Toward that end, the members of the department reviewed the agency’s mission
and values in 2013, making substantial changes aimed at streamlining our mission and focusing our values toward excellent customer service. Our current mission and values continue to
be inculcated into our daily operations, and is included in this report.
We have developed a myriad of community programs designed to bring us closer to the community. These have included community-wide neighborhood watch and crime prevention
meetings, a drug summit, a self-defense course, a bike rodeo, National Night Out, and several
Citizens Police Academies. Each program is designed to strengthen the bond between the police and the community and enhance communication. Of course, during the pandemic, we have
had to suspend our community outreach, and we are eager to offer them again when the situation allows.
Finally, we have been the recipient of the generosity of our residents. In the last several years,
residents donated over $3,000 the police department’s community fund. With these funds, we
bought school supplies for indigent children, food and baby supplies for residents who could
not afford them, supplied treats to our shut-ins during inclement weather, and took children
from needy families shopping to receive Christmas gifts they otherwise would not have received. We are grateful to our community for their support.
OBJECTIVE 2: Combat Drug Trafficking
The opioid epidemic exploded in 2014 and continues with some reduction. Heroin sales and
heroin addiction has permeated our society, and our jurisdiction is no exception. We have significantly less trafficking than our surrounding communities, but its presence is pervasive in
our jurisdiction nonetheless. It drives the majority of our crime, causing addicts to become
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thieves. It destroys families and often kills individuals who become addicted. We regularly see
its effects through shootings over turf, overdoses, thefts, and other related criminal activity.
The heroin epidemic reached threatening proportions throughout our region and the entire
country from 2014 to the present, although it has slowed slightly in 2020. Heroin-involved
deaths in Hamilton County, Ohio, including homicides and overdose fatalities, have been at record highs. Law enforcement authorities on the local, state, and federal level recognize that heroin–involved deaths require a coordinated response from law enforcement, and further require a consistent investigative response across jurisdictional lines.
Heroin and other dangerous drugs know no boundaries, and the only way to really impact this
plague is for law enforcement agencies to join together to attack supply and demand at the
same time. A regional drug task force, the Drug Abuse Reduction Taskforce (DART), serves us
and surrounding jurisdictions. We were able to provide an officer for several months in 2014
and earlier in 2015. Assigning an officer to the existing drug task force was the best approach
for us to address the street dealer and neighborhood drug-related complaints, and on up the
ladder to the wholesaler. This function of DART serves our community well and allows us to
tackle problems that we never could on our own. In 2020, DART began a partnership with the
federal Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) and only accepted full-time officers. Our limited number of personnel precluded us from assigning an officer to the group full-time, so our assigned
officer was returned to street duty. We did add a part-time investigator who is available to
collaborate with our other investigator in tackling problem locations.
We respond to heroin overdoses regularly, and we continue to target and arrest those engaged
in drug trafficking using in-house investigators. This menace cannot be stopped by uniformed
patrol officers alone. We know that as a single agency, we cannot eradicate drug usage and
sales from our community. There are ways to use investigative tools and personnel that can
effectively address this problem and move it away from Greenhills. We strive to target dealers
and make it so difficult for them to ply their trade that they are encouraged to take their business elsewhere. Ultimately, we intend to relocate them to prisons.
The Greenhills Police Department rejoined DART in 2013. We briefly had an undercover
agent assigned to the taskforce, but were unable to maintain a presence there due to patrol
officer vacancies. By 2017, we had returned to full strength and assigned an agent to DART
until they merged with DEA in 2020. We have subsequently developed smart strategies
utilizing our own investigators and technology that cannot be discussed publicly without
decreasing their effectiveness, divulging confidential information, and jeopardizing lives.
We will use tried and true legal efforts that have been learned over the years utilizing the
expertise and training of selected personnel. We will incorporate the latest in technology
efforts that ironically will be funded by monies confiscated by drug dealers. These targeted
efforts will continue in 2021 for as long as our personnel levels allow and it is deemed effective.
OBJECTIVE 3: Work Closely With Schools
In 2013, in light of the continuing proliferation of school shootings nationwide, our plan became one to ensure a planned response to a school shooter or mass casualty incident. That
continued into 2014 with discussions that have involved the police and fire departments in
both Greenhills and Forest Park, as well as school administrators. In 2015, training was conducted on a parallel track for all school staff members and all police officers. In 2016 through
2020, we again participated in training for all schoolteachers and staff in August. The school
system has added a computerized visitor access system called RAPTOR that interacts with the
National Sex Officer Registry, and alerts us quickly of problem visitors.
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In 2016, voters approved a school levy that will result in all new school buildings. Our present
Middle School and Primary school will be demolished following the completion of the new
buildings. The district projects that the new high school construction began in the fall of 2018
with completion of the new building targeted for August of 2020. Construction of a new districtwide elementary school began adjacent to our current Middle School in the spring of 2019,
with completion planned for summer of 2021 and a move-in in fall of 2021.
There is a critical need both locally and nationally for increased dialogue and better communication between law enforcement and youth. Toward that end, in conjunction with
Forest Park Police, we initiated discussions aimed at starting a school-based Teen Police
Academy. Discussions continued throughout 2019, and we implemented this program in
March of 2020. After one session, the program was suspended due to the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic. As soon as it is safe, we look forward to resuming this effort.
OBJECTIVE 4: Maintain State and CALEA Accreditation, Revise Departmental Policies
Accreditation from the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies, Inc.
(CALEA) is based upon a set of professional standards developed by a coalition of police managers and professional organizations. This voluntary program provides guidance in the development of policies and procedures. Additionally, they furnish the organization with a proven
management system of written directives as well as the ability to determine short and longterm goal setting. Accreditation embodies the precepts of community-oriented policing as it
fosters an environment whereby the community and the police work collaboratively addressing the problems. Recently, the State of Ohio has adopted a limited additional number of standards for voluntary compliance by Ohio law enforcement agencies.
On March 17, 2008 the Greenhills Police Department received its initial accreditation from
CALEA, and the department has subsequently been re-accredited in 2010, 2014 and most recently in 2016. A fifth on-site assessment occurred virtually in December of 2020. While working towards achieving accredited status, this agency continued to work towards institutionalizing the standards as a way of conducting business, demonstrating our commitment to delivering professional, cost-effective services to the community. With compliance in both CALEA
and state accreditation, there is a level of assurance that any civil action against the department
will be diminished.
A comprehensive review of all departmental policies was completed in July of 2018 as a new
General Orders Manual for the department was implemented. All officers were trained on the
new policies. CALEA has changed its processes over the years, and now we are assessed online
annually, and our current on-site assessment was conducted virtually in December of 2020 due
to the ongoing pandemic. Policies were also reviewed and updated in 2020.
OBJECTIVE 5: Comprehensive Equipment Replacement
The Greenhills Police Department is a communications-based organization depending upon
the retrieval of accurate information by use of radio, computers, and other technology. For the
organization to be truly effective, it is critical that all of these components are working efficiently and properly. To ensure that equipment is in a state of readiness, a structured and wellconceived equipment replacement strategy is required. It is fiscally prudent to project and plan
for purchases that will be required in the future while ensuring that the department is capable
of continually delivering service to the community.
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It is not realistic to expect that all purchases involving high dollar equipment can be planned
for. However, experience and analysis can evaluate most equipment replacement costs and
timeframes.
With a history of fast starts, quick stops, continuous idling, and a large power drain to run communications equipment, in-car video systems, and radar units, the Greenhills Police Department utilizes vehicles in marked service until the mileage nears the 100,000-mile mark.
New police vehicles were placed into service in 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2017. This year, we
developed a comprehensive equipment replacement plan and established a standardized
schedule for cruiser replacement. We anticipate future cruiser replacements every other year,
starting in 2020. Reduced revenues due to the pandemic delayed the replacement of a cruiser
from early 2020 to early 2021. At this writing, the new vehicle has been delivered and is currently being outfitted.
We have a scarce number of cruisers, and if one or more is down for repair, it forces us to assign
two officers to one vehicle. The municipality received COVID-19 funding, and a new cruiser is
being funded through these dollars. It currently is on order, and will allow us to have a sufficient number of vehicles even if one is out of service.
A complement of portable radios was purchased in July of 2004 and most were in fair working
order despite their age. Until several years ago, we did not have a sufficient quantity available
for all officers, and began using drug enforcement funds to purchase two new radios in 2015.
The 2004 radios are still working, but as of 2018, replacement parts were no longer available.
We have been systematically replacing several radios each year, and currently have replaced
all of the 2004 radios. We preferred to utilize funds forfeited by drug dealers to purchase the
new radios. We purchased the final new radio in 2020, completing the replacement of the 16year-old units. The working units are being retained as spare radios for as long as they function.
In 2006, Mobile Data Computers were installed in all of our marked vehicles and by 2018, were
at the end of their life cycle. The Regional Crime Information Center (RCIC) replaced the original systems in 2018, and we now have all new mobile computers. We planned ahead and encumbered $18,000 in the 2017 budget to fund our share of the replacement cost. We replaced
our 2014 computers in police headquarters in 2018 using a computerization fund set up by
Council. The systems must be powerful enough to handle an increased use of video software.
In 2016, we took advantage of an offer from Glock Firearms and participated in a gun trade-in
program, replacing side arms that were about a dozen years old with new, next-generation
semi-automatic firearms. This was accomplished with a final cost of $65.00 per weapon although each new firearm retails for well over $400.00 each. In 2017, we purchased an additional Taser using funds donated by our citizens. We added a patrol rifle in 2017 that was
confiscated after a barricaded suspect incident, and purchased an additional patrol rifle last
year.
The manufacturers of bullet resistant armor containing Kevlar warranty their product for five
years. The Greenhills Police Department has in the past followed the replacement recommendations of the manufacturer, and we will continue to do so to address both officer safety and
liability issues. In 2017, we were awarded a Bulletproof Vest replacement grant that will provide a 50 percent match toward the purchase of needed vests. In 2018, we received a state
grant to fund some of the remaining costs.
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In 2020, given the availability of tactical vest carriers that redistribute the load of carrying
equipment off of officer’s waists and hips, we studied and evaluated their use. After a trial
usage by several officers and upon the approval of the Chief of Police and the Municipal Manager, we are moving forward with the purchase of the external carrier and new ballistic vests
for all sworn personnel. Lieutenant Anne Ward secured an $11,070 grant from the Ohio Attorney General’s office, complimented by a $2,267.50 federal grant to fund these purchases. We
expect to have all officers outfitted in the new gear in 2021.
Our in-car video cameras were purchased in late 2014 and are still in fair shape despite constant use. We have had to replace some components to keep them in functional condition. In
2015, we obtained a new one-terabyte server for municipal networking. Additionally, a new
four-terabyte server was setup for video and administrative storage of secured data. Finally,
our Pamet law enforcement software was moved from the company’s hosted server to our own
internal bank of servers on-site. In addition, the server was setup as a virtual server designed
to guard our data against ransomware attacks.
In late 2019, we were informed by Securus Systems, the parent company of Pamet, our law
enforcement software, that they would be discontinuing support for the software in the coming
years. Support will last no longer than 2021. We began looking at alternatives. The top selection was between Sundance Systems, a Cleveland based developer, and Peel9, software developed through the University of Cincinnati’s Crime Science lab. After attending demonstrations
and further discussion, we choose the Peel9 software and implemented the new system in July
of 2020.
In 2019, thieves targeted Greenhills residential neighborhoods. We partnered with other communities who used a law enforcement service to aid in and enhance property crime investigations. After using the service successfully, we used Drug Law Enforcement funds, comprised of
fines and assets seized from drug offenders and dealers, to purchase our own license to this
service. It became active in 2020, and we trained all officers in using this software database
tool.
OBJECTIVE 6: Provide Quality Training to Officers
Providing quality training to both officers and newly appointed supervisors in a timely manner
after their appointment is of paramount importance to this agency. Ongoing training for officers rests with the lieutenant’s position, and this will be a priority, balancing needed training
against its costs. Quality training provided through grants or underwritten by governmental
entities will be given first consideration.
In terms of supervisory training, quality cost-effective options are the management and leadership schools offered by the Law Enforcement Foundation and sponsored by the Ohio Association of Chiefs of Police. These schools include:
•
•

The Police Executive Leadership College (PELC), for senior management, and
The Supervisory Training Education Program (STEP) for first line supervisors.

These schools provide top quality, detailed instruction and require significant work for the supervisor attending. STEP teaches basic supervisory principles, while PELC is primarily a law
enforcement leadership school, involving the preparation of college level papers and the delivery of speeches and teaching familiarity with other venues of public speaking and presentations.
We have taken advantage of no cost training offered through the Ohio Attorney General’s
office since 2014. Most of this was in the form of the Ohio Peace Officer Training Council’s
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Mobile Training Academy. The mobile academy was hosted here in consecutive years and
provides state of the art training in the areas of the use of force and pursuit and emergency
driving.
We implemented virtual training through Target Solutions, a vendor that offers affordable
online courses covering law enforcement’s most relevant topics. In 2020, we implemented
live scenario-based training using equipment provided by the state of Ohio. Officer Eric
Tricase was certified as a scenario trainer.
OBJECTIVE 7: Maintain Acceptable Workload for Police Officers
To ensure that each incident is attended to and satisfactorily resolved, workloads must be examined to assure that officer-staffing levels are appropriate.
A competent response to each incident is required. Although many calls handled by the Greenhills Police Department can be categorized as quality-of-life issues (noise complaints, trash
problems, animal calls etc.), they still require an appropriate police response. With a general
sense of satisfaction in the ability of the department to handle current service demands, the
goal is to maintain that level with the current number of staff.
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Greenhills Police Department
Mission and Values
Our Mission
Members of the Greenhills Police Department, in partnership with our citizens, will excel
in providing dependable and professional service to ensure the safety of our community.

Our Values
1.

Integrity – Personal honesty is the foundation for trust, and integrity
is the most valued police officer’s virtue. We will do the right thing
even when no one is watching. Our word is our bond. We will be
honest in all of our dealings, with justice as our objective. Our decisions will be based on common sense guided by integrity.

2.

Honor – We are sworn to protect and preserve all human life, and
serve with honor. We will scrupulously observe the rights of all suspects, but we will enforce the law with fidelity. We will give recidivists the scrutiny they deserve within the limits of the Constitution.

3.

Respect – We will treat all persons with compassion and understanding, always demonstrating our strong belief that one should always
treat others as they would like to be treated. A significant part of our
business involves customer service. All personnel shall treat ordinary
citizens with extraordinary respect. Each citizen-police encounter
should foster a feeling of goodwill that extends throughout the community. We will treat all persons with dignity and respect, regardless
of their race, creed, sex, or social position.

4.

Excellence – Our demeanor, and our appearance, should be above reproach. An unkempt appearance reflects poorly on all of us. We will
constantly strive to improve our skills, knowledge, and abilities to improve our performance. By reaffirming our goal of overall excellence,
we set the standard for pride in ourselves and in our department, always being mindful that members of the Greenhills Police Department, in both their professional and personal lives, are held to a higher
standard than those we serve.

5.

Accountability – We are accountable to each other and to the citizens
we serve. They are the source of our authority.
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